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FQLLQW-UP PRQVIDED BY THE EURQPEAN CQMMISSIQN

TO THE OPINIONS OF THE

EURQPEAN COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS

PLENARY SESSION OF DECEMBER 2018'

84''' REPORT

'  Including the follow-up to 4 opinions adopted during the October 2018 plenary session.



TITLE REFERENCES

SG

1.

DG

ECFIN

associated

EU reform and stabilisation support COM(2018) 391 final

COM(2018) 387 final

COR-2018-03764-00-01-

PAC-TRA

ECON-VI/037

Rapporteur: Olga ZRIHEN (BE/PES)

DG EMPL

2. ProDOsal for a Regulation on Euronean Soda! Fund Plus COM(2018) 382 final

COR-2018-03597-00-00-

PAC-TRA

COTER-VI/049

Rapporteur: Susana DIAZ PACHECO (ES/PES)

3. Euronean Globalisation Adiustment fund COM(2018) 380 final

COR-2018-04106-00-01-

PAC-TRA

ECON-VI/036

Rapporteur: Ximo PUIG I FERRER (ES/PES)

DG ENV

4. Pronosal for a Resulation on minimum reauirements for COM(2018) 337 final

COR-2018-03645-00-00-

PAC-TRA

ENVE-VI/034

water reuse

Rapporteur: Oldfich VLASAK (CZ/ECR)

5.

Opinion
adopted

during the
plenary

Session of

October

2018

Euronean Stratesv for Plastics in a Circular Economv COM(2018) 28-final

SWD(2018) 16-final

COR-2018-00925-00-02-

PAC-TRA

ENVE-VI/029

Rapporteur: Andre VAN DE NADORT (NL/PES)



DG HOME

6.

Opinion
adopted

during ihe
plenary

Session of

October

2018

Asvlum and Mieration Fund nronosal COM(2018) 471 - final

SWD(2018) 347-final

SWD(2018) 348-final

COR-2018-04007-00-

OO-PAC-TRA

CIVEX-VI/035

Rapporteur-general: Peter BOSSMAN (SI/PES)

DG EAC

7. Euronean Solidantv Corns and the new EU vouth COM(2018) 269 final

COM(2018) 440 final

COR-2018-03 892-00-01-

PAC-TRA

SEDEC-VI/042

stratesv

Rapporteur: Matteo Luigi BIANCHI (IT/ECR)

8.

Opinion
adopted

during the
plenary

Session of

October

2018

Mainstreaming snort into the EU asenda DOst-2020 COR-2018-01664-00-00-

PAC-TRA

SEDEC-VI/037

Own-initiative opinion

Rapporteur: Roberto PELLA (IT/EPP)

9.

Opinion
adopted

during the
plenary

Session of

October

2018

Building a stron&er Eurone: the role of vouth. education COM(2018) 268 final

COM(2018) 270 final

COM(2018) 271 final

COM(2018) 272 final

COM(2018)272final/2

COR-2018-03952-00-00-

PAC-TRA

SEDEC-VI/045

and culture nolicies

Rapporteur-general: Gillian FORD (UK/EA)



DG TAXUD

10. Taxation of the disital economv

Rapporteur: Jean-Luc VANRAES (BE/ALDE)

COM(2018) 147 final

COM(2018) 148 final

COR-2018-02748-00-01-

PAC-TRA

ECON-VI/035

Own-initiative opinion

DG REGIO

11. Common Provisions Regulation

Rapporteurs: Catiuscia MARINI (IT/PES) and Mr Michael
SCHNEIDER (DE/EPP)

COM (2018) 375 -final

COR-2018-03593-00-00-

PAC-TRA

COTER-VI/045

12. Pronosal for a Euronean Regional Develooment Fund and COM(2018) 372 final

COR-2018-03594-00-00-

PAC-TRA

COTER-VI/046

Cohesion Fund Regulation

Rapporteur: MrMichiel RIJSBERMAN (NL/ALDE)

13. Pronosal for a Regulation on Snecific nrovisions for the COM(2018) 374 final

COR-2018-03595-00-01-

PAC-TRA

COTER-VI/047

Euronean territorial cooneration goal (Interregl

Rapporteur: Marie-Antoinette MAUPERTUIS (FR/EA)

14. Regulation on Cross-border Mechanism COM(2018) 373 final

COR-2018-03596-00-01-

PAC-TRA

COTER-VI/048

Rapporteur: Bouke ARENDS (NL/PES)

DG AGRI

15. Reform of the CAP

Rapporteur-General: Guillaume GROS (FR/PES)

COM(2018) 392 final

COM(2018)393 final

COM(2018) 394 final

SWD(2018) 301 final

COR-2018-03637-00-01-

PAC-TRA

NAT-VI/034



DG GROW

16. The Sinele Market Proeramme

Rapporteur: Deirdre FORDE (lE/EPP)

COM(2018) 441 final

COR-2018-03765-00-00-

PAC-TRA

ECON-VI/038

17. The snace nrosranime of the Union and the Euronean COM(2018) 447 final

COR-2018-03640-00-00-

PAC-TRA

ENVE-VI/036

Union Aeencv for the Snace Programme

Rapporteur: Andres JAADLA (EE/ALDE)

DG CNECT

18. Di&ital Eurone Prosramme (2021 to 20271 COM (2018) 434 final

COR-2018-03951-00-00-

PAC-TRA

SEDEC-VI/044

Rapporteur: Markku MARKKULA (FI/EPP)

DG ECFIN

19. The InvestEU Prosramme

Rapporteur: Konstantinos AGORASTOS (EL/EPP)

COM(2018) 439 final

COR-2018-03766-00-00-

PAC-TRA

ECON-VI/039

DG NEAR

20. Eniarsement Packase

Rapporteur: Franco lACOP (IT/PES)

COM(2018) 450 final

COR-2018-02352-00-

00-PAC-TRA

CIVEX-VI/033

Own-initiative opinion

DG DEVCO

21.

DG NEAR

associated

Neishbourhood and the World

Rapporteur: Hans JANSSEN (NL/EPP)

COM(2018) 465 final

COM(2018) 460 final

COM(2018) 461 final

COR-2018-04008-00-

00-PAC-TRA

CIVEX-VI/038



DG FISMA

22. Finahcins Sustainable Growth

Rapporteur; Tilo Gundlack (DE/PES)

COM(2018) 97 final

COR-2018-02182-00-

00-PAC-TRA

ECON-VI/034

Own-initiative opinion

DG ENER

23. Models of local enersv ownershin and the role of local Own-initiative

COR-2018-02515-00-

00-PAC-TRA

ENVE-VI/032

enersv communities in energv transition in Eurone

Rapporteur: Mariana GAJU (RO/PES)



1  EU reform and stabilisation support

COM(2018) 391 final

COM(2018) 387 final

COR-2018-03764-00-01 - ECON-VI/037

132"'' Plenary Session — December 2018
Rapporteur: Olga ZRIHEN (BE/PES)

SG/SRSS - VP DOMBROVSKIS;

DG ECFIN - Commissioner MOSCOVICI

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

Reform Support Programme

2. regrets that the European Commission still has

not provided a defmition of "structurai reforms"

within the context of EU economic govemance

and possible support through EU programmes

such as the Reform Support Programme [...]

Although there is no definition of

"structurai reforms" within the context of

the Reform Support Programme, the

proposed Regulation provides a reference

to "structurai reforms" in Article 8 on

"eligible reforms" under the Reform

Delivery Tool. These are reforms aimed at

addressing challenges identified in the

context of the European Semester of

economic policy coordination.

It is ultimately for Member States to select

the structurai challenge(s) they wish to

address (including relevant milestones and
targets) within those identified in the
European Semester.

In Substantive terms, Article 4 on "genera!

objectives" refers to "national reform

challenges of a structurai nature aimed at

improving the Performance of the national

economies and at promoting resilient

economic and social structures in the

Member States".

2. [...] scope of structurai reforms eligible for EU

support should be limited to policy areas that are

relevant for the Implementation of the EU Treaty

objectives and relate directly to EU

competences. The CoR rejects any proposal for

EU fimding to support unspecified structurai

reforms in the Member States which have not

undergone a prior transparent European added

value assessment and which do not relate

The Implementation of structurai reforms

and the strengthening of the administrative

capacities of Member States (insofar as

their institutional and economic and social

sectors are concemed) is a matter of

common interest for the Union, since

reforms help strengthen the resilience not

only of the economies concemed, but also

of the Union as a whole. This strengthens



directly to Treaty-based EU competences. [...] cohesion and competitiveness,

productivity, growth and employment in

the Member States and the Union. Action

at the Union level allows for a better

achievement of these goals than action

undertaken by Member States alone.

In the same way as for the Regulation

estabiishing the Structura! Reform Support

Programme', the proposal for the
establishment of the Reform Support

Programme is based on Articles 175 (third

Paragraph) and 197(2) of the Treaty on the

Functioning of the European Union.

Against this background, the Reform

Support Programme has clearly defmed

objectives and scope of application, which

respect the Union's distribution of

competences. The Programme contributes

to economic and social cohesion by

supporting actions that improve the

Performance of national economies,

strengthen the resilience of their economic

and social structures and help strengthen

the administrative capacity. The proposed

Regulation sets out appropriate criteria for

eligibility and assessment in order to

ensure that the actions supported

contribute to these objectives. It is up to

the Member States to activate/request

Support under the Programme on a

voluntary basis, within the above-

mentioned scope and eligibility rules.

5. believes that allocating the overall envelope of

the Programme based on population would

conflict with the Treaty objective of cohesion,

which provides the legal basis of the Programme

(Article 175 TFEU); stresses that the appropriate

allocation key should be the indicators adopted

for cohesion policy in 2021-2027 (GDP per

capita, youth unemployment, low education

level, climate change, and the reception and

Integration of migrants); [...]

The allocation key based on "population

share" used for the Reform Delivery Tool

is compatible with the legal basis of the

proposed Regulation. There are other

legislative acts also based on Article 175

third Paragraph of the Treaty on the

Functioning of the European Union (i.e.

cohesion policy), such as the European

Globalisation Adjustment Fund and the EU

Solidarity Fund, which do not have an

allocation key speciflcally aligned to GDP

per capita or to the relative wealth of the

OJL 129, 19.5.2017, p. 1-16



Member State/region. They use instead

criteria for the allocation of funding, which

are comparably "neutral" like that of the

proposed Reform Delivery Tool, without

losing their cohesion character.

The allocation key proposed for the

Reform Delivery Tool and the financial

Support component of the Convergence

Facility ensures that the financial support

provides meaningful incentives for both

larger and smaller Member States alike;

and it also ensures that each Citizen across

Member States can receive the same

maximum net benefit in financial terms.

6. is concemed that a lump sum paid to a

Member State upon Implementation of a

substantial reform package may fail to trigger

the decision of undertaking such reform; is

concemed that payment in a single instalment,

only once the reforms are implemented, would

further weaken the incentive;

Having one single payment at the end of

the Implementation of the reform

commitments under the Reform Delivery

Tool or the financial support component of

the Convergence Facility constitutes an

important safeguard against moral hazard -

ensuring that reform efforts will be

continued until füll implementation and

will not stop mid-way. Moreover, it

contributes to the simpliflcation of

administrative procedures.

7. [...] Stresses that the Programme should

coordinate all relevant EU spending

programmes; recommends that it be also

possible to move fünds from the programme to

the ESI fünds;

The possibility for the Member States to

transfer funds from cohesion policy to the

Reform Support Programme is an

appropriate and useful option, notably for

the technical support instmment under the

Reform Support Programme, which has a

considerably lower budget compared to

that of the structural and cohesion funds.

Such a transfer of fünds can already be

requested by the Member States for

technical support under the current

Structural Reform Support Programme.

A transfer of funds from the Reform

Support Programme to the cohesion policy

operational programmes (tun under shared

management) cannot be envisaged or

justified by similar Clements. In addition,

such a transfer would not be possible since

the funds under the Programme are not

allocated by Member State.



8. [...] Stresses that independent bodies such as

the National Fiscal Boards and the National

Productivity Boards should help alt levels of

govemment and relevant stakeholders to assess

the needs for reform and monitor the

Implementation of the Programme;

Fiscal Councils are independent national

institutions created to monitor the fiscal

policies in the Member States, and their

adherence to the requirements of the

Stability and Growth Pact. The mandate of

the Fiscal Councils established in EU

Member States differs from that of the

Reform Support Programme.

National Productivity Boards are

independent institutions that help to

analyse economic productivity and

competitiveness developments and

challenges in the Member State in which

they are established. All euro-area Member

States are invited to have such boards,

while other EU countries are encouraged

to do so. It is neither in the Boards'

mandate nor in their competence to assess

the Implementation of the Programme.

10. stresses that, to ensure ownership, and

effective Implementation of structural reforms;

local and regional authorities should be involved

in the European Semester from its initial phases,

as design and Implementation partners, and that

this should become a criterion to assess the

credibility of the Implementation arrangements

of a reform package; insists on its proposal of a

Code of Conduct for the involvement of the

local and regional authorities in the Semester;

[...]

The Commission would like to recall that

the European Semester is a multilateral

dialogue process, where the national

challenges are discussed at all levels of

govemance, including EU institutions but

also govemments, national parliaments,

social Partners, regional and local

authorities and civil society.

The Commission agrees that Member

States should make every effort to

maximise the involvement of all concemed

stakeholders in the European Semester

process. Thls includes local and regional

authorities. The Commission made

proposals on how to further increase the

effective democratic legitimacy, ownership

and accountability of the European

Semester process. This was set out in its

Communication on further steps towards

completing the Economic and Monetary

Union^, as a follow-up to the Five
Presidents' report^. In addition, in its final
report, the Task Force on Subsidiarity,
Proportionality and Döing Less More

COM(2017)82I final.

Juncker et al., Completing Europe's Economic and Monetary Union, 2015.

10



Efficiently, set up by the President of the

European Commission, put forward

concrete proposals on how to better

involve regional and local authorities in

EU policy-making and implementation.

The Commission has repeatedly stressed

that, despite the positive developments,

there is room for wider dialogue with and

better involvement of the different levels

of governance in the Member States. The

Commission does not beiieve that it is

necessary to establish a code of conduct on
the matter. Focus should be on using and

deveioping flirther existing good practices

in the Member States on the involvement

of regions and local authorities in the

European Semester.

As regards the Reform Support

Programme, as it is the case for the current

Structural Reform Support Programme, the

involvement of regional and local

authorities in the implementation of the

various instruments thereof should take

place in accordance with each Member

State's legal framework.

12. regrets the absence of adequate evidence

showing to what extent local and regional

authorities have used the SRSP; stresses that

access of local and regional authorities to the

technical support instrument under the

Programme should be pro-actively encouraged at

all levels of govemment;

The Commission agrees that the

involvement of local and regional

authorities is indeed crucial for the design

and implementation of structural reforms

and it should therefore be encouraged.

This is already the case in the context of

the Structural Reform Support Programme,

where the regional and local authorities

can participate in the programme and can

receive technical support, as long as their

requests are part of those submitted by the

Member State concemed. Indeed, regions

and local authorities can be recipients of

support under the Structural Reform

Support Programme. Several support

actions already beneflt regional or local

levels.

14. regrets that the European Commission has

decided to allocate funds for the centrally-

The Commission's proposal for the next

Multiannual Financial Framework has to

11



managed Reform Support Programme while

cutting programmes with shared-management

and European added value such as those under

the EU's Cohesion Policy;

be Seen against the background of the

budgetary impact of Brexit. To cater both

for the gap left by Brexit and for new

priorities, some parts of the EU budget had

to be moderately reduced, but there was no

direct transfer of funds from cohesion

policy to the Reform Support Programme.

European Investment Stabilisation Function

Amendment 22 - In particular, in order to

Support Member States whose currency is the

euro to respond better to rapidly changing

economic circumstances and stabilise their

economy by preserving public investment in the

event of large asymmetric shocks, a European

Investment Stabilisation Function (EISE) should

be established. The EISE should contribute

Stabilising public Investment undertaken by all

levels of government, since local and regional

authorities are responsible for 66% of the

Investments and their investments have not yet

reached the pre-crisis level. Enabling local and

regional bodies to maintain their level of

investments would prevent further worsening of

asymmetric shocks.

The European Investment Stabilisation

Function offers budget support at national

level for euro area Member States and

Member States participating in the

Exchange Rate Mechanism that are hit by

a large asymmetric shock and fulfil the

activation and eligibility conditions. It is

then up to the Member State to support

investment at regional and local level. The

level of granularity and availability of

detailed statistics at regional level make it

difficult to consider regional

characteristics when targeting support

from the European Investment

Stabilisation Function; the national

authorities are best placed including in

terms of information available to tackle

these differences.

Amendment 23 - Strict eligibility criteria based

on compliance with decisions and

recommendations under the Union's fiscal and

economic surveillance framework, including the

Communication by the Commission on "Making

the best use of the flexibility within the existing

rule of the Stability and Growth Pact'Ta, over a

period of two years before the request for EISE

support and compliance with a convergence

Code comprising criteria allowing for better

ownership, should be fulfilled by the Member

State requesting EISE support in order not to

diminish the incentive for that Member State to

pursue prudent and sustainable budgetary

policies.

The Commission systematically applies the

"Commonly agreed position on Flexibility

within the Stability and Growth Pact"

endorsed by the Council when making the

assessment of Member States' compliance

with the decisions and recommendations

under the Union's fiscal and economic

surveillance framework.

Amendment 24 - Member States should invest

the support received under EISE in eligible

public investment and also maintain the level of

There is a provision in Article 5(ii)

according to which "the Commission may

nevertheless conclude when adopting the

12



public investment in general compared to the

average level of public investment over the five

last years in order to ensure that the objective
pursued by this Regulation is achieved. In that

respect, there is the expectation that Member

States shouid give priority to maintaining

eligible investment in programmes supported by

the Union under the European Regional

Development Fund, the Cohesion fund, the

European Social Fund, the European Maritime

and Fisheries Fund and the European

Agricultural Fund for Rural Development.

However, if, due to the severity of the crisis, it

proves impossible for the Member State to

maintain the level of public investment they

committed to when receiving support, the

European Commission shouid determine a lower

level of public Investments the Member States

shouid ensure.

decision in accordance with Article 6(2)

that such level of public investment is

unsustainable, in which case it shall

determine the level of public investment to

be maintained." This provision caters for

all cases where the level of public

investment is unsustainable and shouid not

be maintained by the Member State for a

prolonged period of time.

Amendment 25 (+ Amendment 28) - EISF

shouid be considered as a first step in the

development over time of a fully-fledged

insurance mechanism to cater for macro-

economic stabilisation. Initially, EISF would be

based on loans and granting of interest rate

subsidies. In parallel, the ESM or its legal

successor could be involved by providing

fmancial assistance to Member States whose

currency is the euro facing adverse economic

conditions in support of public investment.

Moreover, an insurance mechanism with a

borrowing capacity based on contributions by

Member States must be set up to provide for a

powerfiil Instrument for the purpose of macro-

economic stabilisation against asymmetric

shocks.

It remains for Member States to agree to

the creation of an insurance mechanism.

The proposal leaves open the possibility of

creating such an insurance mechanism in

the future shouid Member States agree

unanimously to go down this path.

Amendment 26 - a decision of the Council

establishing that no effective action has been

taken to correct its excessive deficit under

Article 126(8) or Article 126(11) of the Treaty

on the Functioning of the European Union in the

two years prior to requesting support from the

EISF, taking into account the Communication by

the Commission on "Making the best use of the

flexibility within the existing rule of the Stability

The Commission consistently applies the

"Commonly agreed position on Flexibility

within the Stability and Growth Pact"

endorsed by the Council.

13



and Growth Pact"[l];

[I]COM(2015) 12 final, 13.1.2015.

Amendment 27 - The year following the

disbursement of the EISF loan, the Commission

shall examine whether the Member State

concemed has respected the criteria referred to

in Paragraph 1. In particular, the Commission

shall also verify the extent to which the Member

State concemed has maintained eligible public

Investment in programmes supported by the

Union under the European Regional

Development Fund, the Cohesion fund, the

European Social Fund, the European Maritime

and Fisheries Fund and the European

Agricultural Fund for Rural Development.

If the Commission, after having heard the

Member State concemed, concludes that the

conditions referred to in paragraph 1 have not

been complied with, it shall adopt a decision;

(i) requesting the early repayment of whole or

part of the EISF loan, as appropriate; and

(ii) deciding that upon repayment of EISF loan

the Member State concemed shall not be entitled

to receive the interest rate subsidy.

However, the Commission could also conclude

that, due to the impact of the crisis, it was

impossible for the Member State concemed to

maintain the level of Investment set in paragraph

1.

The Commission shall adopt its decision without

undue delay and shall make it public.

There is a provision in Article 5(1)

according to which "the Commission may

nevertheless conclude when adopting the

decision in accordance with Article 6(2)

that such level of public Investment is

unsustainable, in which case it shall

determine the level of public investment to

be maintained." This provision caters for

all cases where the level of public

investment is unsustainable and should not

be maintained by the Member State for a

prolonged period of time.

The amendment is redundant as the

Commission already takes possible

mitigating factors into account when

reaching its conclusion.

15. notes that the EISF would start with loans

and a relatively small grant component; believes

that a fiscal capacity should be large enough to

be effective; is concemed whether the maximal

amount of loans of EUR 30 billion would be

sufficient in the event of a severe crisis affecting

several Member States;

The proposal for a European Investment

Stabilisation Function represents a

carefully weighted and pragmatic proposal

to lay the first building blocks for a

stabilisation function. The envelope

amount of EUR 30 billion is such that the

European Investment Stabilisation

Function fits within the means made

available in the EU budget. At the same

time, the loan formula determining the

amount of support from the European

Investment Stabilisation Function is

14



calibrated such that the EUR 30 billion

envelope would have been enough to
provide support to all the Member States
that would have met the activation trigger

in the last crisis. Our simulations indicate

that this would have stabilised around 10%

of public Investment expenditure on

average, which is non-negligible.

Moreover, the proposal foresees the

possibility of the European Stability

Mechanism providing stabilisation support

in parallel, which could significantly raise

the stabilisation properties of the fiinction.

This would necessitate a change to the

Treaty establishing the European Stability

Mechanism before it could play such a

role.

17. welcomes the Commission proposal that the

EISF complement existing Instruments such as

the European Structural and Investment Funds

(ESIF) and that it does not overlap with the

European Stability Mechanism (ESM), despite
being somewhat similar in scope; notes,

however, that macro-economic stabilisation is

currently not recognised as an explicit objective

of the EU budget and hence poses limitations on

how much the EISF can achieve;

The proposal for a European Investment

Stabilisation Function makes stabilisation

an explicit objective of the EU budget. The

Commission would like to stress that the

proposal is complementary to other

existing instruments as the latter serve

other purposes compared to the

stabilisation function. Support from the

European Investment Stabilisation

Function is geared exclusively towards

supporting public investment in a Situation

in which a Member State is hit by a large

asymmetric shock but it does not yet need

to ask for a financial assistance programme

either precautionary or disbursing. Support

from the European Investment

Stabilisation Function aims at preventing

the need for financial assistance altogether

and intervening when adjustment costs are

significantly lower than in a full-blown

crisis. The other instruments are either

aimed at increasing private investment by

using public funds as a lever or provide a

Member State with financial assistance

when it has difficulties financing itself on

the market. They do not prevent Member

States from cutting public investment

during their adjustment with the ensuing

negative impact on medium to long term

15



22. notes that the term "asymmetric shocks"

could also include a liquidity crisis; beiieves that

the appropriate response to a liquidity crisis is

the Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT)

Programme of the European Central Bank,

conditional on the participation of the Member

State in the ESM programme, and not the EISE.

growth.

The purpose of the European Investment

Stabilisation Function is to intervene

rapidly when a Member State is hit by a

large asymmetric shock and before the

Member State is in a Situation where it has

to ask for a ftnancial assistance

Programme, therefore before it fulfils the

conditions for the European Central

Bank's Outright Monetary Transactions

Programme. By intervening early, the

Stabilisation Function allows to stabilise

the Situation when the adjustment costs are

low.

"Asymmetric shocks" have a specific

definition for the purposes of the proposal

for a European Investment Stabilisation

Function. This concept is defined for

operational purposes by the double
activation trigger on the Member State's

unemployment rate, which has to be high

and be rising fast (see Article 4 of the

proposal). This definition of asymmetric

shocks focuses Support from the European

Investment Stabilisation Function in

response to shocks that are of a more

cyclical nature. This is in contrast to

European Stability Mechanism

programmes, which aim at resolving a

build-up of structural imbalances through

the conditionality imposed.
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N°2 European Social Fund Plus

COM (2018) 382 final

COR-2018-03597 - COTER-VI/049

132"*^ Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Susana DIAZ PACHECO (ES/PES)

DG EMPL - Commissioner THYSSEN

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

8. rejects the low profile of regional local

authorities in the proposal for a regulation

and reminds the Commission of the

importance of these authorities in managing

the Fund, supported by their extensive

experience;

9. rejects the key role given to the national

authorities of the Member States at the

expense of local and regional authorities,

since it considers that this centralisation may

only be granted by the institutional

framework of the Member State concemed;

In the Commission proposal for the

European Social Fund Plus for the

2021-2027 period, regional and local

authorities remain a strong and vital

Partner in all stages of the process of

delivering cohesion policy funding.

Depending on the institutional and

legal set-up of the Member States,

regional programmes can be put in

place just as in the current Multi-

annual Financial Framework (MFF).

Programmes will have to be tailored to

the needs of the population while also

ensuring that they contribute to the

European agenda of upward social

convergence.

At the same time, the European

Semester process has been adapted to

allow for identifying key Investments

that can be supported by European

Union cohesion policy funding in the

2021-2027 period, including with

reference to relevant country-specific

challenges at regional level.

14. regrets the deletion of the 23.1%

minimum share of cohesion policy that

should be allocated to the ESF+, as well as

the reduction resulting from the Commission

proposal on cohesion policy with regard to

theESF. [...]

The relative share of the European

Social Fund Plus (ESF+) of the entire

cohesion policy allocations is about

27% and therefore even higher than in

the current period. Indeed, the

European Social Fund Plus (ESF+)

carmot be regarded as simply a sum of
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its current predecessor programmes

(European Social Fund (ESF), Youth

Employment Initiative, Fund for

European Aid to the Most Deprived, as

well as Clements of the Employment

and Social Innovation (EaSI)

Programme and the European Union

Health programmes), because policy

challenges, which those programmes

address, have also evolved. Therefore,

the Commission' considers that the

European Social Fund Pius (ESF+)

budget, as set out in the proposed

Financial Framework (MFF),

corresponds to the objectives the Fimd

aims to achieve.

17. urges the Commission, when distributing

resources between the Member States, to

factor in the individual characteristics of the

regions especially less-developed

regions.[...]

The Cohesion Policy allocation system

for 2021-2027 is based on the current

one but slightly modified to focus

further resources in less developed

Member States and give more financial

Support to regions facing industrial

transition. It is still predominantly

based on gross domestic product

(GDP) per capita, but also includes

new criteria for all categories of

regions - youth unemployment, low

education level, climate change and the

reception and integration of migrants -

in Order to better reflect the socio-

economic Situation on the ground.

As indicated by the Commission during

the inter-institutional negotiation on the

MFF sectoral proposals, the

methodology for the European Social

Fund Plus (ESF+) allocation per

Member State Starts from the current

(2014-2020) European Social Fund

(ESF) share for each Member State as a

percentage of its total ESF and

European Regional Development Fund

(ERDF) allocation. These are then
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adjusted based on the rate of young

people aged 15-24 not in employment,

education or training ("NEETs") and

the rate of people at risk of poverty or

social exclusion ("AROPE"). These

indicators stem directly from the

European Pillar of Social Rights, are

included in the Social Scoreboard and

reflect the policy priorities for

European Social Fund Plus (ESF+).

The methodology proposed by the

Commission for allocation of ESF+

resources out of the national cohesion

envelopes provides consistency and

continuity with the current level of

funding for social issues from the

European Union budget and respects

longer-term policy choices within the

Member States. This proposed

methodology ensures continuity also

for European Regional Development

Fund, (ERDF) allocations for the

Member States within the overall

reduction of Cohesion Policy funding.

32. calls for recognition for the important

work carried out by local and regional

authorities in reiation to the socio-economic

Integration of immigrants, especially

unaccompanied minors and young people,

and particularly those LRAs in areas with

external borders. It stresses the need to seek

greater complementarity with the Asylum

and Migration Fund, thereby avoiding an

overlap between the two instruments and

improving coherence between policies for

supporting and integrating migrants and for

promoting social and labour market

Integration, catering for the regions with

greater needs through specific additional

funding;

The European Social Fund Plus (ESF+)

will complement the Asylum and

Migration Fund for all measures related

to the employment and labour market

Integration of third-country nationals

who have access to the labour market,

as well as the social and education

Integration for all third-country

nationals. This includes work-based

language training, vocational education

and training programmes, actions to

Support self-employment, the

promotion of women's participation in

the labour market, social inclusion, etc.

These objectives are also in line with

the specific objectives set out in

European Social Fund Plus (ESF+). A

25% earmarking has been proposed to

foster social inclusion, which can
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include the promotion of the socio-

economic Integration of third-country

nationals.

In the next programming period the

Commission will seek to optimise

synergies and complementarities across

the different Instruments, while

drawing on the successful ■ actions

already implemented at national,

regional and local level until now.

Commission position on specific legal

amendments proposed by the CoR on

the European Social Fund Plus

(ESF+).

Amendment 38

Add new point after Article 4(1) point (xi)

xii) strengthening the institutional capacity

of the authorities and stakeholders and

contributing to efßcient public

administration.

Through the relevant specific

objectives in the Commission proposal,

the European Social Fund Plus (ESF+)

will continue to support institutional

capacity for crucial policy and system

reforms, focusing on its areas of action,

notably employment, social inclusion

and protection, education and training

Systems, health Systems and Services.

This support may be provided under

any of its specific objectives. In doing

so, the European Social Fund Plus

(ESF+) will act in synergy and

complementarity with other European

Union instruments providing funding

in support of structural reforms. As set

out in the relevant Commission

proposal, horizontal public

administration reforms will be

supported in the next programming

period through other instruments,

notably the Reform Support

Programme.

Amendment 45

Article 7(5)

5. [...] Member States shall allocate an

The Commission would like to clarify

that there is already sufficient

possibility to address measures related

to tackling child poverty through the
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adequate amount of their ESF+ resources

under shared management to implement the

European Child Guarantee in order to

ensure children 's equal access to free

healthcaref free education, free childcare,

decent housing and adequate nutrition.

Overall concentration requirements on

social inclusion and material

deprivation, as well as through the

dedicated funding to support Semester

recommendations to all Member States

where child poverty is a signiflcant

policy challenge.

Amendment 49

Article 13(4)

4. [...] A minimum proportion of the

national ESF-^ allocation under shared

management should be earmarked for

supporting social Innovation and social

experimentation actions. Audit rules for

such actions should be sufficiently flexible

to allow risk-taking and creativity. There

will be support for transnational

cooperationf in order to transfer proven

innovations to other contexts at local,

regional or national level.

The Commission considers that

additional or higher horizontal thematic

concentration requirements for the

European Social Fund Plus (ESF+)

shared management Strand risk

considerably reducing the flexibility in

Programming, including the scope to

address country-specific challenges

identified in the European Semester.

33. calls for the necessary mechanisms to be

adopted to ensure that at least 10% of the

resources received from the ESF+ are used

for measures to support youth employment in

order to ensure their effectiveness and

efflciency and to prevent the marginalisation

of youth employment guarantee schemes in

the new ESF+. The CoR also calls for these

measures to take into account regional and

local disparities which may exist within the

same Member State. It considers it essential,

therefore, that the level of young people aged

15-29 not in employment, education or

training above the Union average in 2019 be

calculated using regional rather than national

Eurostat data.

In terms of volume, the Commission

considers that the provisions

conceming a dedicated share for youth

employment are overall comparable

with the Youth Employment Initiative

(YEI) resources in the 2014-20 period,

for the Member States concemed by

high rates of young people not in

employment, education or training

(NEBT). Of course, all Member States

can continue to invest in youth

employment and, in accordance with

the European Social Fund Plus (ESF+)

proposal, will be required to do so in

case they face policy challenges in this

area identified in the context of the

European Semester and country-

specific recommendations.

As regards the statistical data used to

determine the Member States

concemed by the provision under Art.
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7(5) of the European Social Fund Plus

(ESF+) regulation proposal, the

Commission would like to clarify that

Eurostat data on young people not in

employment, education or training

(NEET) for the age group 15-29 is only

available at national level and not on

regional one. Regional data on young

people not in employment, education

or training (NEET) only cover the age

group 15-24 years old.

Amendment 26

Recital 46

(46) Reflecting the importance of tackling

climate change in line with the Union's

commitments to implement the Paris

Agreement and the United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals, this

Regulation will contribute to mainstream

climate action to ensure a socially acceptable

and fair transition to a sustainable low

carbon economy in the Union's policies and

to the achievement of an overall target that

can exceed 30% of the EU budget

expenditures supporting climate objectives.

Relevant actions will be identified during the

preparation and implementation, and

reassessed in the context of the mid-term

evaluation.

In line with the Union's commitments to

implement the Paris Agreement and the

United Nations Sustainable

Development Goals, the Commission

proposes to set a more ambitious goal

for climate-related spending of 25% of

the total Multiannual Financial

Framework 2021-2027. This means that

around EUR 320 billion of commitment

appropriations will contribute to climate

objectives over the period 2021-2027,

representing an increase of EUR 114

billion compared to the current

framework.

This target of 25% is ambitious but

realistic, taking into account the

experience with climate-related

expenditure in the current period and the

expenditure structure proposed for the

next fmancial perspective.

Specific targets for spending on climate

objectives have been included in the

relevant sectoral legislation. Where the

policy goals only marginally relate to

climate objectives, no specific target

was included; however, the Commission

will track climate-related spending for

all programmes.
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N°3 European Globalisation Adjustment Fund (EGF)

COM (2018)380 final

COR-2018-04106-00-01 - ECON-VI/036

132"*^ Plenary Session — December 2018
Rapporteur: Ximo PUIG I FERRER (ES/PES)

DG EMPL - Commissioner THYSSEN

Points of the European Committee of

the Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

15. draws the Commission's attention to its

persisting doubts regarding the way the

EGF is treated as a "special instrument"

outside the budgetary ceilings of the next

Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF)

for 2021-2027. Even though the Fund is a

contingency fund, the uncertainty regarding

the individual approval of each application

is very worrying, in a general context of

cutting the fmancial resources provided for

the same cohesion policies in the 2021-

2027 MFF;

The European Globalisation

Adjustment Fund (EGF) is already a

Special instrument under the 2014-2020

Multiannual Financial Framework

(MFF). It is, however, placed outside

the budgetary ceilings of the MFF as

the EGF is a reaction to unforeseen

events, like major restructurings due to

the economic and fmancial crisis and

globalisation and, therefore, not

plannable.

The mobilisation procedure is set out in

the MFF Regulation and the

Interinstitutional agreement. The

Commission proposed to significantly

simplify it.

16. The CoR stresses, with regard to

extending the EGF's scope, that future

European economic crises will require

more adaptive financing, and therefore

proposes that the amount available for

Support be increased from EUR 200

million to EUR 500 million per year;

The maximum amount proposed by the

Commission takes into account the

uptake of the EGF in the current period

as well as the proposed extended scope

of the EGF. Since 2014, the annual

amount mobilised has not been higher

than EUR 63 million (compared to a

maximum annual amount of EUR 150

million). In the period 2007-2013, it

never reached more than EUR 132

million in any given year.

Regarding the average fmancial

Support per beneficiary, the

Commission underlines that it is up to

the individual Member State to

determine how much funding is needed
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to Support dismissed workers. There is

no maximum ceiling per employee, as

the costs, including training costs, to

reintegrate a worker into the labour

market vary widely within and across

Member States and depend on the

profile of the respective worker.

17. The CoR welcomes the lower

threshold for redundancies, whether within

the same Company or particular sectors, as

this is closer to reality, and hopes that this

decrease will lead to greater use and

mobilisation of the funds; in view of this,

proposes that the threshold be set at 150

Jobs;

The Commission stresses that

according to the subsidiarity principle,

an EU Intervention can only be

justified if there is such a major impact

that a challenge can be better tackled at

European Union level than at national

level. Whilst a duly justified exception

exists for small labour markets, the

Commission has strong concems about

a generally applicable lower threshold,

as this would dilute the substantial

impact.

18. The CoR has doubts regarding the

establishment of different reference

periods for the different situations (four or

six months), and, if there are no statistical

grounds for this, suggests considering a

Single, longer period for all circumstances.

The Commission considers that a

longer reference period would equally

undermine the criterion of 'substantial

impact' that is required to motivate an

EU intervention.

19. The CoR proposes the inclusion of

anticipatory assistance to workers in

undertakings in difficulty who are
threatened by displacement.

The EGF and the European Social

Fund Plus (ESF+) have been designed

to complement each other. Whereas the
ESF+ Supports anticipatory measures,

the EGF offers reactive assistance to

workers who have already lost their

Job.

24. The CoR appeals to the Commission,,

the European institutions and the Member

States to ideally dispense across the board

with the term "NEET" referring to young

people "not in education, employment or

training", as this term is more derogatory

The Commission considers the

acronym NEETs to be neutral and

well-established.
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than descriptive, stigmatising young people

and preventing them being recognised for

what they are and do rather than what they

do not do for lack of employment or

training opportunities;

27. The CoR calls on the Commission and

the Member States to increase cooperation

with regional and local authorities

regarding the EGF.

The Commission recalls that it is at the

discretion of the Member States to

involve regional and local authorities.

Member States have to include in their

application a description how

concemed parties are involved, and this

has to be reported of in the final report

at closure stage.

The Commission fosters networking

between all actors involved, and

encourages Member States to involve

regional actors.
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N°4 Proposal for a Regulation on minimuni requirements for water reuse

*COM(2018) 337 final

COR-2018-03645 - ENVE-VI/034

132"'' Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Oldfich VLASAK (CZ/ECR)

DG ENV - Commissioner VELLA

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

The Committee of the Regions welcomed the

Commission's proposal on water reuse, but

proposed a number of recommendations and

suggested amendments.

The European Commission will take

into consideration the recommendations

and amendments proposed by the

Committee within the negotiations with

the other Institutions. Some more

specific comments are provided for

each point considered below.

The CoR proposes to extend the scope of the

Regulation to include the use of water not just

for agricultural irrigation, but also for the

irrigation of green spaces in urban areas,

parks, gardens and grounds for public use

(e.g. recreation, Sport). The CoR is of the

opinion that the same approach can be

adopted for such purposes and that the use of

reclaimed water in urban water management

could alleviate heat waves in urban areas

during periods of drought.

Amendments proposed:

Amendment 8

ANNEX I

Section 1 (b) new - uses of reclaimed water

(b) Irrigation of urban green spacesy parks

and gardens for public use (for example for

recreational and sporting purposes)

Amendment 9

The Commission agrees on the

useflilness of using reclaimed water for

other purposes. However, the choice

was made to focus on the . sector

globally taking up the largest share of

reclaimed water and on the use with

clear implications for the intemal

market (agricultural produce), where

EU action is justified and needed. The

impact assessment accompanying the

draft Regulation does not address water

reuse for municipal/landscape uses.

This is because local conditions

determine both the opportunities and

risks, and no significant health or

environmental risk has been identified

with current practices in the Member

States. The risks to the environment are

anyway regulated to a large extent by

the existing EU legislative framework

(e.g. Water Framework Directive' and

Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a
framework for Community action in the field of water policy; OJ L 327, 22.12.2000.
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Annex I, Table 1

Classes of reclaimed water quality and

ailowed agricultural use, irrigation of urban

green Spaces, parks and gardens for public

use and irrigation method

Class A- crop category: All food crops,

including root crops consumed raw and food

crops where the edible pari is in direct contact

with reclaimed water; irrigation of urban

green spaces, parks and gardens for public

use.

Urban Waste Water Treatment

Directive^). Furthermore, the public
perception of associated risks needs to

be adequately managed, taking into

account the local specificities of these

uses, which means local authorities

need some flexibility.

The CoR questions the proposal where, in

their view, the end-user is treated as a mere

consumer using reclaimed water but not

responsible for the quality of the water they

use or for the way the water is used.

The CoR thus proposes to introduce a permit

or notification requirement for the end user

and calls for the competent (food) inspection

authority or sanitary service to ask for checks

to be carried out. The site chosen for these

checks must be representative of the entire

area irrigated with reclaimed water from the

reclamation plant. Moreover, the CoR calls

for the introduction of appropriate Standards

for sampling and analysis, taking into account

ISO Standards for the quality of reclaimed

water for irrigation in the different classes

according to crop categories.

Amendment 2

Article 6(4) new

The Member State shall require either a

permit or a notification from the end-user

when using reclaimed water as specified in

section 1 ofAnnex I.

Article 6(5) new

The Commission proposals' point of

compliance is set at the outlet of the

reclamation plant and consequently the

proposed rules on permitting only

concem the reclamation plant Operator.

This choice was made because existing

EU rules, notably Regulation 852/2004

on the Hygiene of Foodstuff^, already
regulate irrigation water and set out

obligations for the food business

Operators (the end users in the irrigation

of agricultural produce).

The Commission's proposal makes

reference to Standard EN ISO/IEC-

17025 or national or international

Standards that ensure equivalent quality

as regards the methods of analysis for

monitoring.

Council Directive 91/271/EEC of 21 May 1991 conceming urban waste-water treatment; OJ L 135,
30.5.1991, p. 40-52.

Regulation (EG) No 852/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the
hygiene of foodstuffs; OJ L 139, 30.4.2004, p. 1-54.
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According to national law, the end-user

must either submit an appiication for the

permlt referred to in paragraph 7, or for a

modification of an existing permity or notify

the competent authority of the Member State

in which the reclamation plant operates or is

intended to operate.

Article 7(5) new

The competent authority of the Member

State to which the user has submitted the

notißcation or the permit shall require end-

users to use reclaimed water only in

accordance with table 1 of section 2 of

Annex I ofthe regulation

The CoR is of the opinion that the provisions

on compliance checks are vague and

unfeasible with regard to the practical

implementation of the regulation. In their

view the relevant article of the Commission's

proposal lacks guidance on what should be

monitored, where and how often. The CoR

also fmds that the article lacks any provision

on the safety monitoring of agricultural

products or areas irrigated with reclaimed

water and that such Obligation should be

imposed on the end-user.

Amendment 4

Article 8

Compliance check

1. The competent authority shall verify

compliance of the reclaimed water with

the conditions set out in the permit, at the

point of compliance. The compliance

check shall be performed using the

following means:

(a) compliance checks at the supplier's or

end-user's premises, as provided for

by the relevant permit. These checks

shall be carried out in accordance

with the Standards and norms of the

The Commissions' proposal clearly

stipulates that the compliance check

shall verify that the conditions set out in

the permit are respected. Such

conditions are detailed in Article 7 with

reference to the minimum requirements

set out in section 2 of Armex I. Annex 1

sets out in a detailed manner the

Parameters to be respected by each class

of water, the minimum monitoring

frequencies for each parameter for each

class of water and includes provisions

for validation monitoring for class A

water. As regards setting obligations for

the end users, existing EU rules on food
hygiene already regulate this area.
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relevant State in terms of sampling

and analysis, Reference should also

be made to ISO Standards for the

quality of reclaimed water for

irrigationy in different classes

depending on the categories of

irrigated crop. Each Member State

shall determine the frequency of

checks on the basis of a risk analysis,

with a higher risk entailing more

frequent checks;

(b) any other adequate means so as to

ensure that the quality of the

reclaimed waste water is guaranteed

not only by the supplier but also by

the end-user.

Sfnew) The end-user shall ensure that

regulär checks of his products are carried

out by the relevant national authorities

responsible for agricultural and food

production.

On the provisions on validation monitoring,

the CoR fmds that the requirements proposed

will be impossible to fulfil if the outflow from

the treatment plant entering the reclamation

plant is for some reason (e.g. the proportion

of industrial waste water at the inflow into the

Urban wastewater treatment plant) lower

when compared with Standard sewage.

Amendment 10

ANNEX I, section 2, table 4:

If the logio reduction values cannot be met

due to the low concentration of indicator

organisms in the treated waste water

entering the water reclamation plant, the

validation target may be considered as

having been met if the indicator organism is

notpresent in the reclaimed water.

The Commissions' proposal

acknowledges the possibility that

certain requirements for the reductions

of the indicator microorganisms might

not be feasible in certain circumstances.

It therefore includes alternative

indicator microorganisms to be

analysed as an alternative.
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N°5 European Strategy for Plastics in a Circular Economy
COM (2018) 28 final
COR-2018-00925 - ENVE-VI/029

13C Plenary Session - October 2018
Rapporteur: Andre VAN DE NADORT (NL/PES)
DG ENV - Commissioner VELLA

Points of the European Committee of
the Regions opinion considered

essential

European Commission position

1. The Committee of Regions welcomes
the European Commission's
Communication on a European Strategy
for Plastics in a circular economy, and the
challenges and key actions identified, and
Stresses that ambition is needed to make

the transition towards a circular economy
and to tackle the societal and

environmental challenges and practical
issues relating to plastics.

The Commission welcomes

Committee's opinion.
the

The Commission recalls that the

Plastics Strategy is set to deliver a key
contribution to the transition towards a

circular economy and to the
modemisation of European industry.
The Plastics Strategy aims at improving
the economics and quality of plastic
recycling; curbing plastic waste and
littering; driving investments and
innovation to dose the knowledge gap
and to develop and demonstrate
innovative Solutions; calling global
Partners to take actions to reduce
plastics Pollution.

3. Stresses the key role and interest of
local and regional authorities in the
development and implementation of
Solutions for plastics in a circular
economy. The responsibilities of local
and regional authorities (LRAs) concem
waste management and environmental
protection: including Clements such as
waste prevention, collection, transport,
recovery (including sorting, reuse and
recycling), disposal and cleaning up litter,
in streets, on coasts, in lakes and in the

sea, supporting fisheries and tourism and
building awareness about waste, littering
and recycling matters among their
Citizens.

The Commission fully agrees on the
key role of local and regional
authorities when it comes to

implementing the Plastics Strategy.
Measures on circular plastics will only
be successful if businesses and local

authorities work together with national
govemments to bring about positive
change.

7. Points out that plastic waste prevention
should be the first priority in line with the
Overall EU waste hierarchy. Plastic that
does not end up as waste will not need
sorting, processing or incineration. Waste

The Commission agrees that waste
prevention is the top priority of the
waste hierarchy. Next to limiting the
use of plastics and changing product
design, it will be important to promote
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prevention Starts with limiting the use of
plastics, and through product design.

Innovation in Business models in order

to, for example, enable reuse. Research
and Innovation in the area of a circular

economy for plastics is funded through
Horizon 2020. In order to inform

funding decisions beyond 2020 a
Strategie Research and Innovation
Agenda is being developed, with
completion foreseen in 2019 on the
basis of a report published on 4 March
2019^

8. Recalls that there are many ways to
avoid the unnecessary use of plastics in
single-use products and the over-
packaging of products. The essential
criteria for packaging need to be
strengthened in order to prevent
unnecessary packaging and over-
packaging and to regularly verify whether
key-products on the EU market fulfil
these criteria.

In line with the overall European
Union waste hierarchy, the Packaging
and Packaging Waste Directive's^ first
priority is to prevent packaging waste
and, followed by reuse of packaging,
its recycling and other forms of
recovery. Essential requirements are
defmed in this context, one of which
being that the packaging volume and
weight be limited to the minimum
adequate amount to maintain the
necessary level of safety, hygiene and
acceptance for the packed product and
for the consumer. The Commission has

Started a review of the essential

requirements (by end 2020) to improve
their enforceability and relevance, inter
alia in light of the Plastic Strategy's
objectives.

19. Calls for a ban on oxo-degradable
plastics and intentionally added
microplastics in all products where they
are not necessary from a human health
point of view, including skin-care
products and cleaning agents. The CoR
also calls for minimum requirements on
the release of unintentional microplastics
from products such as car tires and
textiles, and on measures to reduce

plastic pellet losses.

The Commission has started the

processes to restrict the intentional use
of microplastics in a ränge of products,
as well as the use of oxo-degradable
plastics via REACH (Regulation on
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and Restriction of Chemicals). The
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)
has finalised the dossier on the

intentional use of microplastics on 30
January 2019^ (proposing to restrict it)
and the dossier on oxo-degradable

httDs://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/33251c<9-3b0b-l Ic9-8d04-

01 aa75ed71 a 1 /language-en/format-PDF/source-87705298

European Parliament and Council Directive 94/62/EC of 20 December 1994 on packaging and packaging
waste; OJ L 365, 31.12.1994, p. 10-23

https://echa.europa.eu/it/-/echa-Droposes-to-restrict-intentionallv-added-microplastics
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plastics in June 2019. The European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA) scientific
committees: Committee for Risk

Assessment and Committee for Socio-

economic Analysis will then assess the
dossiers and must formulate their

opinions within 9 and 12 months
respectively. The recent agreement by
the co-legislators on the proposal of
Directive on the reduction of the

impact of certain plastic products on
the environment also includes a ban on

oxo-degradable plastics. On further
actions on the unintentional release of

microplastics, the Commission is
currently examining possible options
for different sectors, including the
establishment of methods to assess

microplastic loss, labelling and
minimum requirements. With regard to
pellet loss, the Commission has
monitored closely the progress in the
voluntary industry initiative 'Clean
Sweep' to understand whether
additional policy and/or legislative
aclion is necessary.

20. Strongly believes that there is an
urgent need for a better design of plastics,
taking into account the possibilities for
future separate collection, sorting and
recycling of plastics and plastic products
in Order for plastics to become a
sustainable element in the circular

economy, and underlines that there is a
strong need for innovalion in this area.

One of the objectives of the Plastics
Strategy is to encourage and support
product design choices that take into
account the entire life cycle of products
and that make them more durable,
circular and easily recyclable. As
packaging is one of the main
applications of plastics, all plastic
packaging should, by 2030 be designed
to be recyclable. Potential instruments
include revised product design
legislations, in particular revised
essential requirements under the
Packaging and Packaging Waste
Directive. Next to better design of
plastic products and materials, it will be
important to promote business model
Innovation, rethinking how societal
needs are addressed, while, for example,
reuse is enabled.

22. Underlines that a circular economy is
also a fossil-free economy. Therefore a

The Plastics Strategy explores the
necessary shift from fossil feedstock to
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strong innovalion agenda and subsequeni
Support for the large scale roll-out of
fossil-free plastics is needed in order to
move from the current fossil-based

plastics to innovative, sustainable and
environment-friendly plastics.

alternative feedslock. In this context,
the Commission has launched a Life

Cycle Assessment (LCA) study to
assess alternative plastic production
and end-of-life scenarios. Each of this

alternative feedstock has its specific
carbon footprint that is not subject to a
fair comparison when it comes to
establishing the best CO2 footprint
solution. The Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) study will quantify
environmental impacts and support, on
scientiflc grounds, if and how these
alternative pathways might contribute
to reducing the dependence on fossil
feedstock and the emissions of

Greenhouse Emissions.

24. Requests further study into the need
for harmonisation and possible limitation
of additives used in plastics to influence
and enhance the physical properties of
plastics, in order to further ease and
simplify the recycling of plastics and the
application of recyclates. EU-level
industrial Standards for additives in

plastics may have to be developed for this
purpose.

The Commission agrees that a
reflection on additives used in plastics
is needed, also taking into account that
the substances of concem are one of

the main barriers Standing in the way of
the enhanced uptake of recycled
plastics. Therefore, in its
Communication on the interface

between chemicals, products and waste
legislation^, the Commission proposed
possible options to better trace
chemicals and to tackle the problem of
legacy substances in recycled streams.

31. Stresses the need for better definitions

and/or Standards for the different forms

of biodegradability. They should be
linked to waste treatment, including
Standards for compostability and
digestibility and take into account
common practice in European treatment
facilities. This will improve and/or
simplify labelling, reduce littering and
improve correct sorting, and it will also
encourage the Innovation of
biodegradable plastics.

The Commission is working on an
Implementing Act, mandated by the

o

Plastic Bags Directive to clarify the
labelling of biodegradable and
compostable plastic carrier bags with a
clear distinction between home

compostability and industrial
compostability.

Currently, there is no EU harmonised
Standard for home-compostable plastics.
Therefore the Commission will issue a

standardisation mandate to CEN

COM(2018)032 final

Directive (EU) 2015/720 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2015 amending
Directive 94/62/EC as regards reducing the consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags (Text with EEA
relevance)
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(European Committee
Slandardisation) to develop such
Standard for plastic carrier bags.

for

As already stated in the Plastics
Strategy, the Commission will also
werk further on the identification of

applications for which biodegradability
is desirable from the point of view of
circularity.

40. Stresses the need to prevent China's
ban on plastic leading to more landfill,
(illegal) dumping, or incineration and in
addition the need to invest in modern

recycling capacities.

The Commission believes that China's

ban on plastic waste imports should be
considered as an opportunity for the
European recycling industry.

Suggests that a harmonised approach at
EU level or at least a maximum of

coordination should be considered for

those Member States which currently
implement deposit Systems or which are
planning to develop new schemes in the
future, in order to prevent negative cross-
border impacts and facilitate free
movement of goods.

L=.

Directive 94/62/EC on Packaging and
Packaging Waste^ requires Member
States to set up appropriate Systems for
the retum and/or collection of used

packaging and/or packaging waste and
for the reuse or recovery, including
recycling, of the packaging and/or the
packaging waste collected.

The Directive allows Member States to

establish the packaging collection
Systems best suited to their local needs,
consumption and distribution pattems
of various types of packaging and
packaged goods. In implementing it,
Member States have opted for the
establishment of selective collection

Systems or deposit Systems, or a
combination of both.

The Commission has acknowledged in
the Plastics Strategy that deposit
Systems can boost recycling levels and
help reduce littering, and have helped
several countries achieve high
collection rates for beverage Containers.
Similarly, the recent review of the
Waste legislation has reinforced
extended producer responsibility.

While the Commission acknowledges
that deposit schemes can achieve high
retum rates for beverage packaging.

OJL 365,31.12.1994, p. 10
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thus contributing to the objectives of a
cleaner environment and resource

efficiency, other Systems can also
achieve high collection rates.

Based on the findings of a study on the
feasibility of a European refund System
for metal beverage cans carried out by
the Commission in 2011, at this

moment the Commission does not

intend to propose an European Union-
wide deposit system for beverage
packaging. The Commission
nevertheless welcomes and supports
cooperation between the Member States
in Order to enhance the interoperability
of different national deposit Systems.

48. Urges that the target-setting in the
various directives should be re-examined

in Order to create stronger incentives and
encourage a higher quality of recycling
based on the following possible
approaches:

- introduction of a bonus when targets are
exceeded;

- expansion of the financial responsibility
of producers to the füll cost of waste
management of their products, including
the cost of cleaning up litter or the cost of
collection and treatment of their products
that have not been separately collected
and still end up in residual waste.

To encourage more standardised and
effective separate collection practices
acroSs the European Union, the
Commission will issue new guidance on
separate collection of waste, with a
specific focus on plastics and several
new streams in line with the latest

revision of the Waste Framework

Directive. Member States will report to
the Commission in 2021 on how they
have implemented the new
requirements.

The revised Packaging and Packaging
Waste Directive introduced the

Obligation on Member States to set up
mandatory EPR (Extended Producer
Responsibility) schemes for packaging.
The new rules on EPR schemes in the

Waste Framework Directive along with
the guidance that the Commission in
currently developing on the eco-
modulation of fees under such schemes

should ensure that the costs of the

collection and treatment of waste are

effectively covered.

57. Supports therefore the EU initiative
regarding voluntary pledges for
companies and/or industry associations
and invites LRAs to give visibility to the
pledges from stakeholders from their
areas, promoting good practice and thus

The preliminary assessment of the
pledging campaign shows that European
Union industry is committed to secure a
supply of recycled plastics of at least
lOmillion tons of recycled plastics by
2025 if the pledges are fiilly delivered.
However, on the demand side, only
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incentivising others to follow, while also
checking how the pledges made are being
followed-up and, if necessary, also
Highlight failures, in order to ensüre that
voluntary pledges are not empty promises
used only to greenwash certain products
or sectors.

5 million tons have been pledged so far,
demonstrating that more will need to be
done to achieve the objective of a well-
ftinctioning European Union market for
recycled plastics. The Commission will
now analyse the pledges in more detail
and has published the results of this
detailed assessment on 4 March'^ 2019
together with the final Implementation
report of the Circular Economy Action
Plan'^ This analysis will help identify
gaps between supply (recyclers) and
demand (producers, Converters,
manufacturers) for the different.plastic
types, and guide future actions,
including the ongoing assessment of the
need for regulatory or economic
incentives in targeted sectors such as the
automotive, construction and packaging
that were announced in the Plastics

Strategy. The Commission will continue
strongly encouraging initiatives that
contribute to boosting the market of
recycled plastics in the European Union.
In this context, on 11 December 2018

the Commission has launched the

Circular Plastics Alliance'^ to improve
the economics and quality of plastics
recycling in Europe - in particular, by
improving the match between the supply
and demand for recycled plastic
materials. The first meeting of the
Circular Plastics Alliance took place on
5 February 2019 as part of the Industry
Days.

10

11

12

SWD (2019) 92

COM (2019) 190

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-relcase IP-18-6728 en.htm
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Asylum and Migration Fund proposal
COM (2018) 471 final
COR-2018-04007 - CIVEX-VI-035

13C Plenary Session - October 2018
Rapporteur: Peter BOSSMAN (SI/PES)
DG HOME - Commissioner AVRAMOPOULOS

Points of the European Committee of
the Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

Amendment 2 (Article 3(2) - Objectives of

the Fund):

"[...] (b) to Support legal migration to the

Member States including to contribute to

the integration of third-country nationals

and to create the Channels enabling such

migration to take place in an ordered and

safe way.

(c) to contribute to countering irregulär

migration and ensuring effectiveness of

retum and readmission in third countries

while ensuring that human rights are

respected\

(d) to enhance solidarity and

responsibility-sharing between the

Member StateSj in particular towards

those most affected by migration and

asylum flows, including through practical

cooperation."

In designing the next generation of

programmes for the Multiannual

Financial Framework 2021-2027, the

Commission has strived to provide

well-structured and understandable

information on the programmes,

identilying focal, concise and clear

objectives in the basic acts of the

spending programmes, with a budget

nomenclature promoting the

transparency between the specific

objectives and the budget allocations.

With regard to (b), the support to legal

migration is clearly set out in the list of

specific objectives in Annex II 1 (d)

and 2 (a), and in Annex III, which sets

out the scope of support of the proposal

for the Asylum and Migration Fund

(AMF).

With regard to (c), European Union

funding is conditional to the respect of

Human and Fundamental Rights.

Recital 5 of the AMF proposal states:

The Fund should be implemented in

füll compliance with the rights and

principles enshrined in the Charter of

Fundamental Rights of the European

Union and with the Union's

international obligations.' This is

further emphasised in Article 3(1)

outlining the policy objective of the

Fund.

With regard to (d), solidarity is an
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underlying principle of the Fund, and

applicable horizontally to all three

specific objectives of the Fund in the

area of asylum, legal migration and

Integration and retum.

Amendment 3 (Article 8 - Budget):

Increase the Financial envelope for the

implementation of the Fund for the 2021-

2027 period from EUR 10 415 000 000 to

EUR 16 188 000 000 in current prices.

The Commission has proposed an

envelope of EUR 10.415 billion which

reflects estimated fiiture needs and is

more than 3 times higher than the

initial fmancial envelope for the current

Asylum, Migration and Integration

Fund (EUR 3.14 billion) and 1.5 times

higher than the current fmancial

envelope for the Asylum, Migration

and Integration Fund (EUR 6.9 billion),

following reinforcements by the

Budgetary Authority to address the

challenges of the migration crisis.

Amendment 4 (Article 9(1)) - General

provisions on the implementation of the

thematic facility):

Add as a separate component of the

thematic facility:

" g) European Integration networks of

local and regional authorities"

Amendment 8 (Article 21 - European

Migration Network):

Add Paragraph 4:

"4, The fand shall support European

Integration networks of local and regional

authorities.''

The Commission's proposal

acknowledges the important role of

European integration networks of local

and regional authorities and foresees

that support for such networks may be

provided through Union actions.

Moreover, the European Migration

Network is explicitly included in the

Asylum and Migration Fund (AMF)

proposal, Coming from the obligations

set out in the Council Decision

2008/381/EC.

Amendment 5 (Article 9(6) - General

provisions on the implementation of the

thematic facility):

The interim evaluation of the Asylum,

Migration and Integration Fund and the

Intemal Security Fund (COM(2018)

464)) has shown that in order to

address the needs as they arise during

the Programming period, more

flexibility was necessary in managing

the Funds.
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The thematic facility shall in particular,

Support actions falling under the

implementation measure 2(b) of Annex II

that are implemented by the local and

regional authorities or civil society

organisations. At least 30% of funding

front thematic facility shall be allocated

for this purpose.

The proposed thematic facility is

designed to address needs quickly and

effectively during the implementation

of the Fund. Additional funding for

Integration measures can be provided

to actions that are implemented by the

local and regional authorities or civil

society organisations. Including a

minimum percentage risks reducing

flexibility in the implementation of the

Fund.

Annex II 2(b) indicates that

integration-related actions can be

pursued through the national

programmes, with the involvement of

local or regional authorities and civil

society organisations.

Furthermore, Annex IV stipulates that

integration measures implemented by

local and regional authorities and civil-

society organisations benefit from a

higher co-financing rate (to 90%).

Amendment 6 (Article 13(1) -

Programmes):

Each Member States shall allocate at least

20% of the resources in its programme to

the specific objective referred to in point

(a) of the first subparagraph of Article

3(2)j and at least 20% to the specific

objective referred to in point (b) of the

first subparagraph of Article 3(2).

Member States may depart from those

minimum percentages only where a

detailed explanation is included in the

national programme as to why allocating

resources below this level does not

jeopardise the achievement of the

objective, As far as the specific objective

referred to in point (a) of the first

subparagraph of Article 3(2) is concerned,

those Member States faced with structural

Article 13(1) of the Commission's

Asylum and Migration Fund (AMF)

proposal stipulates that 'each Member

State shall ensure that the priorities

addressed in its programme are

consistent with, and respond to, the

Union priorities and challenges in the

area of migration management and are

fully in line with the relevant Union

acquis and agreed Union priorities. In
defming the priorities of their

programmes Member States shall

ensure that the implementation

measures set out in Annex II are

adequately addressed'.

This Provision provides the necessary

assurances that the needs in Member

States are adequately covered by the

Fund, including those priorities that
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deficiencies in the area of

accommodationy infrastructure and

Services shall not fall below the minimum

percentage laid down in tkis Regulation;

Amendment 7 (Article 13(7)):

Member States shall in particular pursue

the actions eligible for higher co-financing

as listed in Annex IV. Member States that

do not pursue such actions shall include a

detailed explanation in the national

programmes as to how they are going to

ensure that this choice does not jeopardise

the achievement of AMF speciflc

objectives. In the event of unforeseen er

new circumstances or in order to ensure the

effective implementation of flinding, the

Commission shall be empowered to adopt

delegated acts in accordance with Article

32 to amend the list of actions eligible for

higher co-financing as listed in Annex IV.

benefit from a higher co-financing rate,

as presented in Annex IV of the

proposal. Including minimum

percentages brings the risk of reducing

flexibility in addressing those needs

and may create rigidities in

implementing the Fund.

Amendment 9 (Article 26(1) - Emergency

assistance):

The Fund shall provide fmancial assistance

to address urgent and specific needs and to

create infrastructure in the event of an

emergency Situation resulting from one or

more of the following:

(a) heavy migratory pressure in one or more

Member States characterised by a large or

disproportionate inflow of third-country

nationals, especially involving vulnerable

persons, such as unaccompanied minors,

which places significant and urgent

demands on their reception and detention

facilities, asylum and migration

management Systems and procedures;

(b) the implementation of temporary

protection mechanisms within the meaning

ofDirective 2001/55/EC;

When providing flnancial assistance to

address urgent and specific needs in the

event of an emergency Situation, the

Asylum and Migration Fund (AMF)

proposal may support infrastructure,

provided it is necessary to address the

emergency situations as defined in

paragraphs (a), (b) and / or (c) of

Article 26(1).

The Commission acknowledges that the

Fund should in particular support

vulnerable persons in need, such as

unaccompanied minors. The scope of

support of the Fund (Annex III) states

that 'assistance and support Services

consistent with the Status and the needs

of the person concemed, in particular

the vulnerable groups' are covered. In

addition, 'actions targeting vulnerable

persons and applicants for international

protection with Special reception and/or
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(c) heavy migratory pressure in third

countries, including where persons in need

of protection may be stranded due to

political developments or conflicts, notably

where it might have an impact on migration

flows towards the EU. Measures

implemented in third countries in

accordance with this article must he

consistent with and, where relevant,

complementary to Union humanitarian

policy and respect fundamental human

rights and international legal obligations.

procedural needs, including measures to

ensure effective protection of children

in migration, in particular those

unaccompanied' benefit from a-higher

co-financing rate (Annex IV). With

regard to the definition of emergency

assistance, such needs are also taken

into account; therefore, the Commission

considers that the textual addition is not

necessary.

The Commission agrees that measures

implemented in third countries in

accordance with this Article must be

consistent with and, where relevant,

complementary to Union humanitarian

policy, and must respect fundamental

human rights and international legal

obligations. Recital 30 indicates that

'[...] füll coherence should be spught

with the principles and general

objectives of the Union's extemal

action and foreign policy in respect of

the country or region in question and

the Union international commitments

[...]'. Furthermore, European Union

funding is conditional to the respect of

Human and Fundamental Rights.

Recital 5 of the AMF proposal states:

'The Fund should be implemented in

fiill compliance with the rights and

principles enshrined in the Charter of

Fundamental Rights of the European

Union and with the Union 's

international obligations.'' This is

fiirther emphasised in Article 3(1).

Given these provisions, the

Commission considers that the textual

addition in this Article is not necessary.

Amendment 10 (Article 26(2) - Emergency

assistance):

Emergency assistance may take the form of

grants awarded directly to the decentralised

This Provision of the Commission's

Asylum and Migration Fund (AMF)

proposal clarifies that, as an exception

due to an emergency Situation, also
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agencies and to local and regional

authorities with heavy migratory pressurCf

in particular those responsible for

receiving and integrating unaccompanied

immigrant minors.

decentralised agencies of the Union

may receive emergency assistance, in

addition to their annual subsidy from

the Union budget.

Local and regional authorities may

benefit from emergency assistance

grants, provided that this is coordinated

with the competent authorities in the

Member State when submitting an

application. The Commission considers

therefore that this addition is not

necessary.

Amendment 11 (Annex I - Criteria for the

allocation of ftinding to the programmes

under shared management):

"(b) The remaining resources referred to in

Article 11 shall be distributed based on the

following criteria:

- 33.3 % for asylum;

- 33.3 % for legal migration and

Integration;

- 33.3% for countering irregulär migration

including retums."

The Commission takes note of the

proposed amendment.

The Commission considers that the

proposed distribution of 30% for

asylum, 30% for legal migration and

integration and 40% for countering

irregulär migration, including retums,

is well justified, and takes due account

of the large needs of Member States in

the area of return.

It is important to clarify that the

weighting of the distribution criteria in

Annex I determines only the allocation

of flinding to the Member States and

does not determine minimum

percentages of funding that Member

States are required to invest in the

certain areas. Support and investments

by Member States in the different

specific objectives will be based on the

needs of each Member State.

8. notes the new approach of distinguishing

between short-term and long-term

integration measures, the latter being

financed now from the ESF+. Stresses

that the financial provisions for the ESF+

must fully reflect this new task. Regrets,

however, that "integration" has

disappeared from the title of the AMF,

The Commission considers that

Integration' is a key component of the

'migration' policy that is referenced in

the title of the Fund.

Asylum and Migration Fund (AMF)

will build on the current Asylum,

migration and Integration Fund
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especially since most short-term

Integration meäsures are the

responsibility of LRAs.

(AMIF) and support meäsures for the

early phases of Integration, tailor-made

to the needs of the third-country

nationals. This will include basic

language training, civic orientation

courses, administrative and legal

guidance or one-stop shops for

Integration providing general advice,

and assistance in areas such as housing,

means of sustenance, psychological

care, health care and horizontal

meäsures that aim at capacity building

in Member States. These actions will

be complemented by actions from the

European Social Fund Plus (ESF+),

with meäsures targeted to employment

and labour market Integration, as well

as to social inclusion meäsures,

including through support to inclusive

education and training systems.

9. welcomes the fact that the new Fund

allows a higher co-financing rate (up to

90%), which may help in particular

LRAs under pressure, and especially

those with an external border, but

regrets that its repeated calls to make

LRAs partially responsible for the

management of the AMF have not been

answered.

10. acknowledges that the AMF will be

govemed for the first time by the

common provisions regulation. This

should bring increased involvement of
LRAs in planning and implementing

national policies, but such positive

effects require the füll application of the

partnership and multi-level governance

principles.

The application of the partnership

principle and the multi-level

governance principles are defmed in

the proposed Common Provisions

Regulation, notably Article 6(1)

thereof, which includes 'urban and

other public authorities' as well as

'relevant bodies representing civil

Society

Member State should involve partfters

in the preparation and implementation

of programmes including through
participation in the programmes'

monitoring committees. Functions of

the monitoring committee have been

clearly spelled out in the proposal.

Member States should ensure a

balanced representation in the

monitoring committee of the Member

State's authorities and of

representatives of all the partners
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relevant for the programme.
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N°7 European Solidarity Corps and the new EU youth strategy

COM (2018)269 final

COM (2018)440 final

COR-2018-03892 - SEDEC-VI/042

132"^ Plenary Session — December 2018
Rapporteur: Matteo Luigi BIANCHI (IT/ECR)

DG EAC - Commissioner NAVRACSICS

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

European Solidarity Corps

Amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 18: local

and regional aspects of the programme

The Commission shares the view that the

local and regional aspects of the

European Solidarity Corps are important.

These aspects are taken into account,

where relevant, by the National Agencies

implementing the decentralised actions of

the Programme.

Furthermore, the European Solidarity

Corps provides additional support for

organisations offering opportunities to

young people who are facing

geographical obstacles, such as travel

from/to remote or rural areas, small

islands and peripheral areas.

Amendments 13 and 14: inclusion The Commission fully recognises the

importance' of inclusion in its proposal.

Specific support and funds are provided

to organisations offering opportunities to

young people with fewer opportunities,

including disabilities.

Amendment 13: online linguistic support The Commission agrees with the

importance of offering participants a

reliable tool to improve their multilingual

competence. Indeed, the Commission

offers participants online linguistic

support. After an assessment of their

level of knowledge of the language of the

host country or the project activity.
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participants can follow an online course

specific for their level.

Amendment 12: certification of the

leaming outcomes

In addition to a European Solidarity

Corps certificate of participation,

participants may also receive a

Youthpass or Europass stating the

leaming outcomes and skills developed

during their activities.

Amendments 4, 5, 7 and 15:

apprenticeships

The Commission decided not to include

apprenticeships among the activities

offered by the European Solidarity Corps,

because they would require the

inVolvement of educational institutions

thus adding complexity to the

Programme. For the same reason,

traineeships forming part of young

persons' formal education were not

included in the European Solidarity

Corps.

Amendments 11 and 17: assessment and

awarding of Quality Label and funds

The Commission holds the view that

implementation details should not be

included in the Regulation, but rather in

implementing documents such as the

European Solidarity Corps Guide. A lean

Regulation will provide the necessary

flexibility for the programme. Annual

Work Programmes and a European

Solidarity Corps Guide may be updated

yearly to cater for changes in the demand

of organisations and participants and the

needs of beneficiaries on the ground.

Amendment 4: mention of specific

networks

As emphasised in recital 41, the

Commission will regularly consult

stakeholders during the implementation

of the Programme. It has already done so

during the preparation of the Regulation.

EU Youth Strategy (2019-27)

Recommendation 1 on the need for a The Comrhission shares the view that a

horizontal approach and cross-sectorial
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horizontal approach. cooperation at all territorial levels are

important. This approach is also

embedded in the Council Resolution on

the European Union Youth Strategy

2019-27 adopted by Council in

November 2018'.

Recommendations 2 and 3 on the EU

Youth Coordinator eind the EU Youth

Strategy Platform

The Commission appreciates the support

of the Committee for the EU Youth

Coordinator and the EU Youth Strategy

Platform, which will help reinforce the

cooperation between the Commission and

other stakeholders in the youth field,

including the Committee. The EU Youth

Strategy Platform will provide a forum

for dialogue and exchange through

regulär meetings, which will be held at

least once a year supported by online

communication tools.

Recommendations 3 on the inclusion of

young people with diverse backgrounds.

The Commission fully agrees on the need

to ensure maximum inclusion of young

people from all backgrounds. This is also

reflected in the guiding principles of the

Youth Strategy, as weil as Youth Goal 3

on Tnclusive Societies'.

Recommendation 4 on the Youth Work

agenda and the Youth Dialogue

The Commission welcomes the support

of the Committee for the Youth Work

Agenda and confirms that the revamped

EU Youth Dialogue will reach out to

more diverse groups, in particular

vulnerable young people.

OJEU C 456 of 18 December 2018, pages 1-22
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N°8 Mainstreaming sport into the EU agenda post-2020

COR-2018-01664 - SEDEC-VI/037

131'^ Plenary Session - October 2018
Rapporteur: Roberto PELLA (IT/EPP)

DG EAC - Commissioner NAVRACSICS

Points of the European Committee of

the Regions opinion considered

essential

European Commission position

Policy recommendations and proposals

The European Committee of the Regions
points out the opportunity to propose
measures and to adopt practical tools with a
view to "Mainstreaming sport into the EU
agenda post-2020", through:

27. Considering it essential to introduce

more explicit guidelines also under

"Erasmus+", on the need to boost sport

beginning with compulsory education.

The Commission shares the view of the

Committee that there is a need to boost

sport and make physical activity

accessible to all children and young

people regardless of their socioeconomic

Status and the place where they live.

Indeed, education in and through sport is

an issue of great importance for the

Commission. Health benefits are also

undeniable. It was already a priority in

the first European Union Work Plan for

Sport (2011-2014). The current

European Union Work Plan for Sport

(2017-2020) goes a step further and

refers to the relationship between

education and sport as a guiding

principle for the implementation of the

entire Work Plan.

As for Erasmus+, the Commission keeps

putting an emphasis on education and

sport in its annual work programmes. In

its proposal for the future Erasmus

Programme for 2021-2027, the

Commission highlights the importance

of grassroots Sports, taking into account

the crucial role sport plays in promoting
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physical activity and a healthy lifestyle.

The current and future programmes will

continue contributing to promoting

education in and through sport.

Education, training and skills in and

through Sport are among the

programme's priorities in the field of

sport.

The Commission encourages Member

States to promote sport and physical

activity in all sectors, in particular in

schools, while fully respecting Member

States' competences wilh regard to

education.

28. Galling for the European Structural

and Investment Funds (ESIF) to support

employment, particularly youth

employment, through start-ups or

technological innovation platforms in the

sector and to boost basic grassroots sport

with the help of a new generation of

small-scale sports infrastructures and

facilities;

The Commission is aware of the role of

sport-related economic and social

activities. In fact, Structural Funds can

be used for related Investments, as a

tool for regional and rural

development. The 2016 study on the

contribution of sport to regional

development through the Structural

Funds facilitates this by providing

practical Information and advice.

The Commission is also engaged to

provide support to European regions on

Sport innovation through the initiative

'Smart Specialisation Platform on

Industrial Modemisation'. The purpose

of this initiative is to smartly combine

European fimding opportunities and

create an investment pipeline of mature
projects in areas of industrial

modemisation.

28. Promoting gender equality through

Sport for more effective sport policies to

increase the percentage of participation;

As a matter of principle, gender

equality is to be mainstreamed in all

Commission policies, including sport.

Increased female participation in sport,

equality in leadership positions and

Coaching as well as the fight against

gender-based violence and negative
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stereotypes are central issues

European Union sport policy.

in

The Commission's proposal for the

future Erasmus programme for 2021-

2027 keeps gender equality in sport as

one of its underlying principles.

36 [...] Galling for a discussion on the

appropriateness of eventually establishing

a Sports Programme.

The Commission considers that the

Erasmus+ programme is the best way

to promote sport and physical activity,

in particular at grassroots level. The

Commission's proposal for the future

Erasmus programme for 2021-2027 is

very ambitious and suggests a budget

of EUR 550 million for the field of

Sport - twice the amount of the current

Programming period. This is why the

Commission does not consider it

appropriate to establish a separate

Sports Programme independent from

the Erasmus programme.
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N°9 Building a Stronger Europe: the role of youth, education and culture policies

COM(2018) 268 final

COM (2018) 270 final

COM (2018) 271 final

COM (2018) 272 final

COM (2018) 272 final/2

COR-2018-03952 - SEDEC-VI/045

131®' Plenary Session — October 2018
Rapporteur: Gillian FORD (UK/EÄ)

DG EAC - Commissioner NAVRACSICS

Points of the European Committee of

the Regions opinion considered

essential

European Commission position

The European Committee of the Regions:

12. Welcomes the proposal of the

European Commission on promoting

automatic mutual recognition of higher

education and upper secondary education

diplomas and the outcomes of leaming

periods abroad, and invites the

Commission to take into account in its

future work the links with territorial

development, notably where local and

regional projects involve mobility of

skilled workers and staff.

Amendment 3

[The Council recommends that Member

States...]

8. Explore and promote good practice

with regard to the recognition of prior
leaming and permeability between:

(a) education and training sectors, in

particular between vocational education

and training and higher education; and

(b) education and training sectors and

the labour market.

The Commission would like to underline

that the Recommendation in question

focuses on recognition for the purpose of

further leaming. It does not refer to the

recognition of qualifications for access to the

labour market, or recognition of Professional

qualifications which are covered by

Directive (EC) 2005/36'.

The mobility of skilled workers can be

addressed by Cohesion Policy measures. The

Commission supports actions in this field,

based on identified needs.

Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Pariiament and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on the
recognition of Professional qualifications; JO L 255 du 30.9.2005, p. 22-142
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14. Reiterates the Council

Recommendation of 20 December 2012 on

the validation of non-formal and informal

leaming, and suggests that the EU and

national decision-makers pay particular

attention to the potential, in this context, of

partnerships that couid be developed

between national, regional and local

authorities, companies, employees and

employee associations, as well as civil

Society players, to take such skills and

qualifications into account.

The Commission welcomes the reference to

the 2012 Recommendation on validation of

non-formal and informal leaming , which

calls for coordination among relevant actors.

The Commission is carrying out a study to

update the European Inventory of validation

of non-formal and informal leaming, which

will inform about actions carried out on

validation at national and regional level and

about coordination among stakeholders. The

Commission is also launching a specific

study on the evaluation of the

Recommendation.

The Communication on Building a stronger

Europe: the role of youth, education and

culture policies also proposes to support the

establishment of Vocational Education and

Training Centres of Excellence. The initiative

is one of the new actions in the next Erasmus

Programme as proposed by the Commission.

The Centres should act as drivers of

excellence and Innovation and promote a

proactive role for vocational education and

training in local and regional economic

development. One of the key features of the

Centres of Excellence will be also validation

of non-formal and informal leeiming.

6. Requires that the EU institutions and

Member States, with the support of local

and regional authorities in consultation

with stakeholders, implement the current

proposals within the context of broader EU

policies for economic' development,

employment and social protection by

making Strategie use of the Multi-Annual

Financial Framework after 2020, where

specific education policies should be more

clearly and more ambitiously articulated,

and emphasises the importance of

upholding the proportionality principle to

The Commission has taken an ambitious

stance on education within the context of the

next Multi-Annual Financial Framework by

proposing to double the budget of the future

Erasmus programme for the next

Programming period. The reinforced

Programme has a strengthened focus on

inclusion and should support other big

ambitions of the Commission in education,

e.g. establishing the European Education

Area, notably by introducing the 'European

Universities' initiative. Synergies are also

foreseen with other European Union

https://em--lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32012H 1222(011
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ensure that no new financial or

administrative burdens are generated for

Member States.

programmes and funds which directly or

indirectly touch upon education and lifelong

leaming, e.g. European Social Fund Plus

(ESF+), the European Solidarity Corps,

Horizon Europe, Digital Europe, the Rights

and Values programme and Creative Europe.

In terms of Regional policy, education at all

levels remains a priority in the context of the

upcoming 2021-2027 period under the

Policy Objective 4 'More Social Europe'.

Member States will have the opportunity to

allocate EU funds for skills development,

restructuring the educational and vocational

System in order to better respond to labour

market challenges. The Commission

introduced several new simplification

elements in the draft Cohesion Policy

framework to reduce administrative burdens

in the new programming period.

Proposal for a Council Recommendation on promoting automatic mutual recognition

of higher education and upper secondary education diplomas and the outcomes of

learning periods abroad

Amendment 1

(d) developing quality assurance

Instruments in online education and

training.

The recommendations to Member States on

promoting and developing quality assurance

instruments refer equally to upper secondary

qualifications that are based on online

learning.

Amendment 2

[The Council recommends that Member

States...]

6. Facilitate mobility of all students -

regardless of the country where they live

- and recognition of the outcomes of

leaming periods abroad during secondary

education and training [... ]

The Erasmus+ programme supports leaming

mobility and offers opportunities for leamers

regardless of the country where they live.

Amendment 4

[The Council recommends that Member

States...]

The final text of the Recommendation as

adopted by the Council on 26 November

2018 indeed refers to improving the

evidence base by collecting and
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Improve the evidence base by collecting

and disseminating data on the number,

type, and outcomes of recognition cases.

disseminating data on the extent and nature

of recognition cases.

Proposal for a Council Recommendation on high quality early childhood education

and care Systems

Amendment 7 (+ amendments 6 and 11)

2. Ensure Work towarda cnsuring that

early childhood education and care

Services are accessible, affordable,

sufflcient and inclusive. Consideration

could be given, at all levels of

governance including regional and local,

to:

The Commission considers that the wording

contained in its proposal respects the

principle of subsidiarity while encouraging

Member States to develop high quality early

childhood education and care Systems.

The Commission agrees that all governance

levels should be involved in the design and

implementation of high quality early

childhood education and care according to

national provisions.

Amendment 9

4. Enhance the development of early years'

curricula in order to meet the health,

wellbeing and educational needs of all

children. Approaches supporting

curriculum development and social,

emotional, leaming and linguistic

competences of children could include:

[...] (new text)

(f) providing dedicated support and

learning opportunities to those children

with Special educational needs and

disabilities;

(g) providing dedicated support and

learning opportunities to migrant

children, including the Situation whereby

large numbers of Europeans are

returning due to political and

humanitarian crises;

(h) providing dedicated support and

learning opportunities to children in

Member State care systems;

(i) promoting the early care model for

The Commission agrees that the needs of all

children, regardless of their backgrounds and

abilities, should be taken into account. The

Commission is currently working on a

Preparatory Action related to a Child

Guarantee, as requested by the European

Parliament.

The importance of providing early childhood

education and care to children in a

disadvantaged Situation, including migrant

and refugee children, is already fully

respected in the Commission proposal.
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children of0-6years.

Amendment 10

6. Aim at ensuring adequate funding and a

legal framework for the Provision of early

childhood education and care Services.

Consideration could be given to:

(a) scaling up Investment in early

childhood education and care with a focus

on availability, accessibility, quality and

affordability, including making use of the

funding opportunities offered by the

European structural and Investment funds;

(b) creating and maintaining tailored

national or regional Quality Frameworks;

(c) promoting further integration of

Services for families and children at a

local and regional level, most importantly

with social and health and wellbeing

Services;

The Commission agrees that early childhood

education and care should be available,

accessible, of high quality and affordable.

The Commission agrees that all govemance

levels should be involved in the design and

implementation of high quality early

childhood education and care according to

national provisions.

Amendment 12

9. Support the cooperation of Member

States at all levels of governance, based

on their demand, by organising peer

leaming and peer counselling.

The European cooperation referred to in this

point only refers to cooperation between

Member States.

Proposal for a Council Recommendation on a comprehensive approach to the

teaching and learning of languages

Amendment 14

(1) Explore ways to help all young people
to acquire — in addition to the language of

schooling - proficient user level in at least

one other European language before the

end of upper secondary education and

training and encourage the acquisition of

an additional (third) language to the level

of independent user, including particular

emphasis on oral language practice and

experiencey and ensuring adequate

The Commission thinks that point 1 of the

proposed Recommendation sets out its broad

objective and the Commission would not

like to specify which skills Member States

should prioritise. The provision of quality

tuition is addressed in other points of the

proposed Recommendation, notably points

2, 3, 4, 6 and 8.
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access to quality tuition for all learners.

Amendment 16

(5) Support teachers, trainers and school

leaders in the development of language

awareness by:

(a) investing in the initial and continuing

education of language teachers to attract

and retain staff in order to maintain a

broad language offer in compulsory

education and training;

(b) including preparation for linguistic

diversity in the classroom in initial

education and continuous Professional

development, Including informal and

non-formal learning, of teachers and

school leaders;

The Commission agrees with the Committee

that the addition 'attract and retain staff

might add clarity to point 5a of the proposed

Recommendation. While fully recognising the

importance of informal and non-formal

learning, the Commission would like to point

out that the proposed Recommendation

primarily addresses compulsory, and thereby

formal, learning. Indeed, point 5b refers to the

structure and curriculum of initial teacher

education and continuous Professional

development of teachers.

Amendment 17

6) Encourage research in and use of

innovative, inclusive and multilingual

pedagogies, including the use of digital

tools, audiovisualy cinematographic and

musical works and Content and Language

Integrated Learning.

The Commission agrees that audiovisual,

cinematographic and musical work is indeed

valuable for language learning. It is implicitly

included in innovative, inclusive and

multilingual pedagogies to the extent that they

can be used in the classroom. Again, the

Commission would like to point out that the

proposed Recommendation addresses mainly

formal education.

Amendment 18

(8) Improve access to high quality digital

teaching programmes for both teachers

and citizensy in particular for those in

more remote or more sparsely populated

areas and in the outermost regions.

The Commission would like to underline that

access to digital teaching programmes
through good broadband Connectivity is

outside the scope of the proposed

Recommendation.

Amendment 19

Intentions

(1) Support the follow-up of this

Recommendation by facilitating

mutual learning among Member

States and developing in cooperation

with Member States and drawing on

The Commission welcomes the reference to

cross-border and territorial cooperation

projects. These are implicitly included in

mutual learning; in the Annex to the proposed

Recommendation they are referred to

explicitly in section 4: Partnerships and links

in the wider school environment to support
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the experience of relevant cross-

border and territorial cooperation

projects implemented by local and

regional authorities, where

appropriate

language leaming.

General comments

10. Emphasises the need to give

additional support to regions where the

mobility of leamers may be hindered by

additional obstacles such as population

deficit, rurality or poverty.

The proposal for a future Erasmus programme

2021-2027 acknowledges the need to be more

inclusive and to provide additional support for

people with fewer opportunities, be it

disabilities, geographical remoteness or

disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds.

20. Welcomes the Commission's

recognition of the role of local and

regional partners in the improvement of

teaching and leaming, however hotes a

lack of acknowledgement that some

communities will experience greater

challenges than others, for example more

remote communities or those with a

greater number of mother tongue

languages, which will require greater

resources and funding to improve

teaching and leaming for all.

The Cohesion Policy aims at reducing social,

economic and territorial imbalances in the

European Union. It provides for the

possibility to design tailor made policy

responses to challenges the local communities

may face. Measures supported by European

Union funds may specifically target

disadvantaged and remote areas and

communities in order to respond to the local

challenges.

21. Stresses that the Commission must

take into consideration related Committee

opinions and Council conclusions,

including the Council conclusions on

integrated early childhood development

policies as a tool for reducing poverty and

promoting social inclusion.

The Commission always takes into

consideration all opinions and conclusions

related to children. The 2013 Commission

Recommendation Investing in Children^
already proposed Early Childhood Education

and Care (ECEC) as a tool for reducing child

poverty and social exclusion.

23. Notes that funding for Cohesion

Policy is expected to reduce in the next

Multi-Annual Financial Framework, and

consequently expresses its concems over

the available funding through the

European Social Fund for delivery of the

The Commission is proposing to modemise

and strengthen Cohesion Policy. Together

with other programmes, the funds will

continue to offer essential support to all

Member States and European regions.

Furthermore, the proposed share of European

https://eur-lex.europa.euyiegal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32Q13H01 12
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ambitions wilhin the Recommendation. Social Fund Plus (ESF+) resources within the

Cohesion Policy envelope increases in

comparison to the current programming

period. The revised co-financing percentages

proposed by the Commission (going back to

the levels before the economic crisis) will

ensure that the overall level of Investment is

adequate.

Despite a slight reduction in the new

Multiannual Financial Framework budget in

real terms compared to the 2014-20 period,

cohesion policy still represents the highest

share in the new Multiannual Financial

Framework proposal. The relative share of the

European Social Fund Plus (ESF+) of

cohesion policy allocations Stands at about

27% and is thus even higher than in the

current period. Indeed, the European Social

Fund Plus (ESF+) cannot be regarded as

simply a sum of its current predecessor

programmes (the European Social Fund, the

Youth Employment Initiative, the Fund for

European Aid to the Most Deprived as well as

Clements of the European Union Programme

for Employment and Social Innovation and

European Union Health programmes), as

policy challenges, which those programmes

address, have also evolved.
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N°10 Taxation of the digital economy
COM(2018) 147 final
COM(2018) 148 final
COR-2018-02748-00-01 - ECON-VI/035

132"^ Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Jean-Luc VANRAES (BE/ALDE)
DG TAXUD - Commissioner MOSCOVICI

Points of the European Committee of the
Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

The Committee of the Regions welcomes

the Commission's Submission of the digital

tax initiatives, giving further momentum to

international discussions by providing a

clear example of how the current tax

principles could be transformed.

The Commission would like to thank

the Committee for its positive stance

and its constructive comments.

The Committee of the Regions believes that

the solution must ultimately be a global one

in Order to better hamess the benefits of

globalisation.

The Commission shares the view that

the solution to the taxation of the

digital economy must ultimately be a

global one, and will continue to

contribute to the international

discussions to that end.

The Committee of the Regions points out

that the Commission is proposing a digital

Services tax, which is not to be imposed on

corporate profits but instead on tumover.

This could mean that even unprofitable

companies could also be taxed. This

approach differs from the global corporate

tax System, which is based on the taxation

of profits and does not take into account

that many digital Company business models
are based on making losses in the start-up

phase.

The Commission confirms that the

proposed interim measure, the Digital

Service Tax, is a tax on tumover or

gross revenues and it does not take into

account the costs of a business. At the

same time, it should be considered that,

based on the Commission's proposal,

the Digital Service Tax would be

applied only to companies with total

annual worldwide revenues of

EUR 750 million and European Union

revenues of EUR 50 million, which are

the two thresholds included in the

proposal. This would help to ensure

that smaller start-ups and scale-up

businesses remain unburdened.

The Digital Service Tax is the only

Option available for an interim solution,

in anticipation of a comprehensive
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solution on the corporate tax regime of

digital Services.

The Commission fully shares the view

that an optimal solution would be

within the corporate income tax

System. Hence, the Commission, being

fully engaged in the process of working

on a comprehensive global solution,

also tabled a proposal on the corporate

taxation of a significant digital

presence {COM(2018)147}.

The Committee of the Regions regrets that

there is no sunset clause or other

mechanism ensuring that the digital

Services tax is withdrawn when a longer-

term solution is found (Amendment 7).

The Commission understands the spirit

of the amendment, shares its objective

and fully agrees that the Digital Service

Tax is only an interim solution, which

should stop applying once a

comprehensive solution is agreed at

international level. However, the

current wording of the sunset clause

included in the latest compromise text

drawn up by the Romanian Presidency

constitutes a more balanced link

between the interim measure to be

applied at Union level and possible

global Solutions to be found at

international level.

The Committee of the Regions urges

Member States to share the digital Services

tax proportionally with the local and

regional authorities in proportion to their

share of corporate taxation in a country.

It is for the Member States to decide

how their national tax revenues are

used.

The Committee of the Regions considers

that the threshold of EUR 7 million for

creating a permanent establishment under

the significant digital presence proposal

should be increased to avoid the risk of

hampering digitisation (Amendment 8).

The Commission considers that the

threshold is set sufficiently high to

exclude small cases where profits

would not even cover the estimated

compliance cost for a permanent

establishment.

The Committee of the Regions underlines

that the scope of a digital Services tax

should be carefully defined not opening to

The Commission agrees with the

Committee's position and believes that

the latest formulations scoping the tax,
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varying interpretations. This way simple,

transparent and iinambiguous tax system

will be introduced.

as reflected in the compromise texts

drawn up by the Austrian and

Romanian Presidencies, should be

sufficiently clear.

The Committee of the Regions is concemed

that a shift in taxation, being the effect of

adopting Digital Services Taxation, could

benefit larger countries with many

consumers, where the companies concemed

can deduct their losses from their corporate

income tax base, at the expense of smaller

exporting economies.

The Commission underlines that the

proposed interim solution does not

intend to have an impact on how

income is taxed. To that extent, it is

recalled that the treatment of the

Digital Service Tax paid for the

purposes of Corporate Income Taxes

remains a national competence.

Moreover, the Commission stresses the

faimess of the rules on the allocation of

taxing rights under the Digital Service

Tax proposal. The rules on the place of

supply of Services subject to the Digital

Service Tax (which determines in

which Member State the revenues will

be due) are aligned with the principle

of user value creation. that underpins

the whole proposal. Therefore, the

Digital Service Tax is due in the

Member States where the value created

from users has been generated. The fact

that bigger jurisdictions may have a

higher number of users and therefore

attract higher revenues does not

undermine the faimess of such a

principle.

The Committee of the Regions regrets that

the impact assessment is not sufficiently

comprehensive as in its opinion the

Commission has not analysed what impact

the interim measure will have on

Investments, start-ups, Jobs and growth,

SMEs or local and regional authorities (in

particular on their budgets).

The Committee of the Regions calls on the

The Commission does not share this

opinion. The Impact Assessment

accompanying the Commission's

proposal' provides sufficient
Information in respect of its influence

on the fiill spectrum of all the players

that might be affected by it. In

particular, with regard to economic

impacts, it concludes that the interim

measure will lead to an improvement

SWD(2018)81 final/2
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Commission to complete the impact

assessment with an analysis of the possible

impact of this Interim measure in that

regard. The revenue impact for smaller and

larger Member States also needs to be

analysed, as well as the effect stemming

from the measures operating alongside

BEPS implementation in various countries

and the US tax reform.

compared to a no action scenario, in

which Member States introduce

uncoordinated unilateral measures.

The impact assessment provides an

estimate of the overall revenue

Potential of the tax for the European

Union. It is up to Member States to

assess what the impact will be on their

individual budgets.

It discusses the relevance of the BEPS

(Base erosion and profit shifting)

implementation in section 5.1. The

section concludes that the measures

that are in the process of being

implemented do help limiting tax

avoidance opportunities, but are not apt

to address the structural shortcomings

of the current international tax system.

The United States tax reform is not

explicitly covered jn the impact

assessment as it primarily achieves a

minimum level of taxes paid by in the

United States, but does not fix the

allocation of profits internationally

arising from the mismatch between the

modern economy and out-of-date

international tax rules.
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N°ll Common Provisions Regulation

COM (2018) 375

COR-2018-03593 - COTER-Vl/045

132"^ Plenary Session - December 2018
Co-rapporteurs: Catiuscia MARINI (IT/PES) and

Michael SCHNEIDER (DE/EPP)

DG REGIO - Commissioner CREJU

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

4, The CoR calls for further simplification,

for example by reducing administrative

burdens stemming from State aid regulations;

The current Commission proposal for

Common Provisions Regulation has also

been drafted with the view to align

notions and concepts between the rules

applicable to the relevant Funds and

State aid rules. The Commission has

already simplified State aid rules,

especially with the adoption and

amendments of the General Block

Exemplion Regulation. It also intends to

extend the scope of the General Block

Exemption Regulation to facilitate

Member States' use of the Funds. The

Commission is also currently

undertaking the evaluation of State aid

rules, in line with the Better Regulation

Guidelines and the Better Regulation

Toolbox. The evaluation is intended to

identify excessive administrative

burdens, overlaps, gaps, inconsistencies,

obsolete provisions and to provide a

basis for a future decision to prolong or

update these rules in view of the

priorilies under the Multiannual

Financial Framework, new European

Union legislation or developments on

the intemal and global market.

6. The CoR considers that taking the

EAFRD out of the CPR is a real cause for

concem, because it risks undermining the

integrated approach of the Structural and

The Commission takes note of the

concems raised.

The proposed reform of the Common

Agricultural Policy delivery system.
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Investment Funds in rural areas, given that

rural development is a basic component of

cohesion policy objectives. In order to

increase synergies with rural development,

the Committee calls for the EAFRD to be

reintroduced into the CPR (see the CoR

opinion NAT-VI/034 on the CAP); however,

expresses appreciation for the fact that in the

proposal for the Regulation for the CAP

Strategie Plans (Art. 2) there is, for some

themes, reference to the new CPR,

particularly for integrated territorial

development issues

with enhanced Integration of

interventions under the two pillars,

would have unfortunately created

substantial difficulties and complexities

if the European Agricultural Fund for

Rural Development (EAFRD) had to

be among the funds to which the

proposed Common Provisions

Regulation' would apply.

This Situation nonetheless does not

hinder continuous synergies between

the European Agricultural Fund for

Rural Development and cohesion

policy funds, both at the programming

and Implementation stage, including

when supporting local, bottom-up

initiatives through community-led local

development.

8. The CoR underlines the importance of the

principles of partnership and multi-level

govemance and calls for the inclusion of the

existing Code of Conduct as an Annex to the

draft Regulation; calls for the füll

Implementation of the Code of Conduct to

ensure that the involvement of local and

regional authorities amounts to füll

partnership.

The Commission strongly supports the

principle of partnership and multi-level

govemance, which have been further

strengthened in the proposed legislative

framework.

As proposed by the Commission, the

European Code of Conduct (Delegated

Regulation (EU) 240/2014^) would
continue to apply in the 2021-2027

period. There is no need therefore to

annex it to the proposed regulation.

9. CoR regrets that the Commission proposal

is not embedded in a renewed long-term

strategy succeeding the Europe 2020

Strategy; would expect that such a new long-

term EU strategy implementing the

Sustainable Development Goals and based

on a reformed govemance fully building on

multi-level govemance will be presented by

The Commission takes note of the

Committee's call for a clear political

strategy by renewing the Europe 2020

strategy, although this issue does not

fall under the direct remit of the

proposed Common Provisions

Regulation. The Commission proposals

for the next Multiannual Financial

Framework adopted in May/June 2018

COM(2018) 375 final.

OJL74/1, 14.03.2014.
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the Commission; are built around the political priorities

agreed by Leaders in Bratislava and set

out in the Rome Declaration^. In

particular, the Commission proposal on

Common Provisions Regulation is

clearly aligned with the current

political agenda and commitments of

the Union, as reflected by the proposed

five policy objectives under Article

4(1).

In addition, the alignment is ftirther

enhanced by the closer link built with

the European Semester.

As regards Sustainable Development

Goals, in 2014-2020 94% of the

planned Investments have been

allocated to 11 Sustainable

Development Goals highly relevant for

social, economic and environmental

development and this alignment would

continue over 2020.

13. The CoR expresses concem for the fact

that payments are not possible as long as the

Commission has not informed the Member

State of the fulfilment of the enabling

conditions, as it could determine delays in

implementing programmes.

The Commission takes note of the

Committee's concem.

The Commission has proposed that the

expenditure related to specific

objectives for which the corresponding

enabling condition has not been

fulfilled cannot be included in payment

applications in view of reinforcing the

effecliveness of the Funds.

This proposal is not expected to trigger

implementation delays and would act

rather as a positive incentive for

Member States to rapidly fulfil the

applicable enabling conditions.

14. The CoR demands that the new

Programming system should already lay

down the allocations for all years of the

The Commission takes note of the

Committee's demand.

The proposal of the Commission aims

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release STATEMENT-17-767 en.htm
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Programming period, including indicative

allocations for 2026 and 2027, in order to

strike the righl balance between, on the one

band, additional flexibility and cohesion

policy's capacity to act and, on the other

band, tbe importance of maintaining the

long-term Strategie Investment approach of

cohesion policy which is based on the entire

7-year funding period;

at a compromise between the required

adaptability and' flexibility of the

Programming process and the need to

preserve appropriate quality Strategie

planning of investments.

Based on experienee, the Commission

eonsiders that Programme amendments

in 2025 triggered by possible emerging

challenges would be undermined if the

entirety of the programmes' alloeation

was eommitted at the moment when the

programmes are approved.

Programming the 2026 and 2027

budgetary eommitments only after the

proposed review would therefore

mitigate such risk.

In the absenee of challenges, a simple

adjustment method can be applied, thus

preserving predietability and forward

planning neeessary for programme

implementation.

15. The CoR reiterates its firm Opposition to

the negative idea of maero-eeonomie

eonditionality which - as a result of the link

between the ESIFs and economic

govemance - involves "taking cities and

regions hostage" because of failings of

national govemments. Cohesion policy,

pursuing goals that have little to do with
macro-economic govemance, must not be

subject to conditionalities that carmot be

influenced by local and regional authorities

and other beneficiaries. Payments to final

recipients or beneficiaries should therefore

not be affected by the inappropriate

imposition of macro-economic

conditionalities by the Member State;

The Commission takes note of the

Committee's concems on the proposed

continuation of the macro-economic

eonditionality mechanism.

Measures to promote sound economic

govemance are indeed maintained in

the proposal. Macro-economic

eonditionality has acted as an important

deterrent, but it has been used very

pmdently. The macro-economic

eonditionality aims at helping Member

States address weaknesses related to

macroeconomic stability and protecting

the execution of cohesion policy

throughout the proper use of the

relevant Funds.

20. The CoR eonsiders that the suggested

flat rate of 2.5% for technical assistance for

the ERDF and the Cohesion Fund remains

The Commission has proposed tailored

rates for technical assistance, which are

consistent with the actual management
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insufficient and, in this respect, suggests a

flat rate of 5% for technical assistance, also

taking into account that the new Regulation

does not contain a specific objective

regarding capacity building;

costs witnessed for the implementation

of 2014-2020 programmes.

The proposed reduction of technical

assistance rates to 2.5% for the

European Regional Development Fund

and the Cohesion Fund also mirrors the

reduction of management and control

costs stemming from the proposed

simplification (no designation process,

no Obligation to have certifying

authorities, less administrative bürden

on managing authorities for first level

of controls, Single audit principle, etc.).

Reduced rates are also expected to

incentivise Member States to further

streamline their management and

control System and reduce red tape, at

the ultimate benefit of beneficiaries and

the policy as a whole.

27. The CoR expresses its concems that the

level of pre-financing has been drastically

reduced to an annual payment of 0.5% of the

total Support of each Funds and asks for a

higher pre-financing rate of at least 2% on

average;

Pre-financing rates are reduced, in

comparison to the current period, in

Order to promote sound financial

management as well as timely

implementation.

The Commission proposal to reduce

pre-financing rates also helps easing

the pressure on payment appropriations

expected in 2021, 2022 and 2023,

cumulating the peak of payments under

2014-2020 programmes and the take-

up of the new period.

Under the 2014-2020 period, the

Commission has observed that the

foreseen levels of pre-financing were

not needed in comparison to the

implementation speed. The impact of

this measure should not cause

difficulties, given the expected faster

implementation of programmes, helped

by simplification (no designation or ex-

ante evaluation for programmes.
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limited number of delegated and

implementing acts to be adopted). The

proposed annual pre-fmancing levels

will accelerate the normal

reimbursement flows and would

contribute to more transparent

budgetary planning and a more orderly

payment profile.

28. The CoR points out that reintroducing

the "n+2" rule would cause the overlap of

the closure of the current programming

period with the first n+2 target of the new

one, which imposes a heavy administrative

bürden on the implementation of

programmes. In this respect, calls for

maintaining the current "n+3" rule;

The Commission has proposed to

retum to the n+2 decommitment rule,

with a view to disciplining the

implementation of the Funds. The

implementation of 2014-2020

programmes encounters substantial

delays partially due to the

decommitment rules.

The general n+3 rule under Regulation

EU N° 1303/2013^^ was exceptional and
raotivated by the impact of the

economic crisis on public budgets. The

Situation having now improved, the

Commission considers that a tighter

budgetary management is necessary,

therefore the proposal reintroduces the

n+2 rule (largely prevailing before the

crisis).

This is, however, softened, as only

60% of the 2021 commitment needs to

be covered by Interim payments by
end-2023. The rest of this commitment

is added in equal tranches to years

2022-2025. This should enable a

smooth transition to n+2 rules.

30. The CoR asks to maintain the current

level of co-financing rates at 85% for the

less developed regions, the outermost

As regards the decrease in co-financing

rates, this will bring the rates closer to

the Situation prevailing before the

Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 2013 laying down
common provisions on the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the Cohesion Fund, the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund and laying down
general provisions on the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the Cohesion Fund and

the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund and repealing Council Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006, OJ L 347,
20.12.2013.
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regions, as well as for the Cohesion Fund

and the ETC goal, at 70% for the transition

regions, and at 50% for the more developed

regions in light of the fact that an overall

reduction could generate a risk of a

decommitment of funds, particularly in less

developed regions and would also reduce the

attractiveness of cohesion policy,

particularly in more developed regions;

economic and budgetary crisis.

It also aims at preserving the volume of

Investments, in a context when the

proposed budget has been reduced by

10%, and at increasing ownership on

the ground.
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N°12 Proposal for European Regional Development Fund and on the Cohesion

Fund Regulation

COM (2018) 372

COR-2018-03594 - GÜTER-VI/046

132"'' Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Michiel RIJSBERMAN (NL/ALDE)

DG REGIO — Commissioner CREJU

Points of the European Committee of

the Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

6. The CoR is concemed about the fact that

achieving the Paris targets will represent a

major challenge for Europe. The CoR has

long been a defender of ambitious climate

objectives and, since the ERDF and

Cohesion Fund are the main financial

instrument in the EU budget to contribute

to the climate objectives, Cohesion Policy's

horizontal enabling conditions should

include a requirement on the part of

Member States to fulfil the obligations

stemming from the Paris Agreement

objectives; moreover, these should be

closely monitored throughout • the

Programming period to make sure that

contributions to climate objectives are still

on the right track;

shares the

for ambitious

The Commission

Committee' s support

climate objectives.

The proposed thematic concentration

under the second policy objective,

dedicated to environmental and climate

objectives, reflects precisely this

ambition.

However, enabling conditions are not

the right instrument to address the

fulfilment by Member States of the

Obligation stemming from Paris

Agreement objectives, as the

corresponding measures will be

continuously implemented until 2030.

Enabling conditions must be fulfilled at

the beginning of the period to ensure the

right investment environment for

measures undertaken.

The commitments by Member States

and corresponding actions will be

included in the National Energy and

Climate Plans, mied by the Regulation

on the Govemance of the Energy Union

and therefore do not fall under the scope

of the proposal.

However, the Submission of National

Energy and Climate Plans is supported

through a thematic enabling condition

in Annex IV of the proposed Common
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Provisions Regulation .

10. The CoR objects to the proposal that

the ERDF thematic concentration will

focus on the national level; this centralised

allocation mechanism goes against the

place-based approach and the multilevel

govemance principle of Cohesion Policy;

Amendments are suggested accordingly in

article 3, applying thematic concentration

at regional level.

For more developed regions, minimum

concentration of 30% is proposed.

The Commission takes note of the

objection of the Committee.

The proposed application of thematic

concentration at national level aims at

enhancing flexibility of programming

and enables tailoring the level of

concentration, for each programme,

with regard to their specific thematic

and territorial challenges.

This flexibility will benefit regions and

reinforce the place-based approach of

cohesion policy.

For flexibility purposes, the

Commission also avoided proposing

minimum concentration requirements

on policy objective 2 for Member States

with a gross national income above

100% of the EU average, given their

relatively lower level European

Regional Development Fund

allocations.

For such Member States, it is proposed

that they shall allocate 85% of their

total European Regional Development

Fund (ERDF) resources to policy

objectives 1 and 2 and at least 60% to

policy objective 1.

This flexibility would for instance

enable these Member States to

concentrate their resources on a single

policy objective.

In addition, investment needs related to

policy objective 2 are expectedly lower

in such Member States.

Amendment 7 on article 2

b) 'a greener, low-carbon Europe by

The Commission has proposed to focus

the thematic content of policy objective

2 to environmental and climate-related

COM (2018) 375 final
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promoting clean and fair energy transition

and sustainable urban mobility, green

and blue Investment, the circular economy,

climate adaptation and risk prevention and

management ('PÖ 2') by:

(viii) promoting sustainable urban

mobility;

measures with a view to maximising the

effectiveness of European Regional

Development Fund support.

The inclusion of urban mobility

measures, which may amount to 5% of

the allocation for this Fund, would

undermine the initially proposed

concentration objective.

It would indeed reduce accordingly the

resources available for supporting other

specific objectives contributing to

achieving climate objectives.

Amendment 8: new article after article 2

In accordance with Article [6] of

Regulation (EU) 2018/xxxx [new CPR]

each Member State shall ensure adequate

participation of the competent local and

regional authorities in the preparation of

partnership agreements and in the

preparation, implementation and

evaluation of the programmes supported by

the ERDE and Cohesion Fund.

The Commission strongly supports

partnership and multi-level govemance,

emphasizing the need for the

participation of the competent local and

regional authorities as required by

Article 6 of the proposed Common

Provisions Regulation.

There is no need to duplicate such a

Provision under the proposed European

Regional Development Fund /Cohesion

Fund Regulation.

Amendment 11 on Article 6

1. The ERDF and the Cohesion Fund shall

not support:

(e) Investment in airport infrastructure

unless related to environmental protection

or accompanied by Investment necessary to

mitigate or reduce its negative

environmental impact and with the

exception of the outermost regions;

(g) Investment in facilities for the final

treatment of (not separately collected,

mixed) residual waste that is not in line

with the waste hierarchy according to

Article 4 of the Directive (EU)

The Commission -is dedicated to

promoting effective and targeted use of

public funds, to ensure that they provide

added value to investments.

Conceming investment in airport

infrastructure, the Commission notes that

this is a market in which private

investments are usually readily available

and/or airports are profitable businesses

usually able to cover their investment

needs, and the mitigation of negative

environmental impacts is usually

considered to be a normal business

expense in the context of such

investments.

Conceming investment in facilities for

treatment of residual waste, all projects
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2018/851 and with the exception of the

outermost regions in certain duly

substantiated cases;

receiving support from the European

Regional Development Fund and the

Cohesion Fund have to comply with the

applicable EU legislation.

The amendment specifying that

investments in facilities for the treatment

of residual waste, which do not comply

with the waste hierarchy, as referred in

article 4 of the Directive (EU) 2018/851^
is therefore useless.

It would in practice enable the eligibility

of investments in facilities for the

treatment of residual waste, without

restrictions and then render the article

6(l)(g) null.

Instead, the objective of the Commission

is to privilege exclusively the measures

contributing to waste prevention and

increasing recycling capacities.

Investments increasing the capacity of

waste treatment facilities, although they

may be needed in some Member States,

may in this regard disincentive the

required efforts in waste prevention and

recycling.

The amendment proposing to enable such

investments in outermost regions is not

justified, as those regions also need to

comply with the objectives of Directive

(EU) 2018/851 and favour waste

prevention and recycling. The Directive

does not entail any derogation for

outermost regions, which may mirror

specific Situation.

Amendment 14 on article 10

1. The ERDF shall also support the

European Urban Initiative, implemented by

the Commission in direct and indiroct

The Commission has proposed to

streamline the implementation of the

European Urban Initiative by building on

existing instruments. The European

Urban Initiative would be a single,

Directive (EU) 2018/851 of the European Parüament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amending
Directive 2008/98/EC on waste; JO L 150 du 14.6.2018, p. 109-140.
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shared management. coherent instrument for cities, supporting

their integrated and participative

approaches to sustainable urban

development.

The recourse to direct er indirect

management is motivated by the will to

ensure higher effectiveness. The

proposed direct or indirect management

mode would also entail no co-financing

requirement for beneficiaries.

Amendment 15 on article 11

The specific additional allocation for the

outermost regions shall be excluded from

thematic concentration.

The Intention of the Commission in its

initial proposal has been to exclude the

specific allocation from thematic

concentration, given its specific scope

and objectives.

This intention is nevertheless not

explicitly reflected in the legal

provisions of the proposed regulation,

which may need to be amended for

clarity purposes.

Therefore this amendment is in line

with the Commission's views and

welcomed.

Amendment 16 - new article after article

11

Areas with

handicaps

natural or demographic

In programmes co-financed by the ERDF,

covering areas with severe and permanent

natural or demographic handicaps, as

referred to in Article 174 of TFEU,

particular attention shall be paid to

addressing the specific difficulties of those

areas.

In particular, NUTS III areas with a

population below 12.5 hab/km2 or with an

average annual population decrease of

more than -1% since 2007 shall be subject

to specific regional and national plans to

attract more people to the region and

The Commission has proposed, through

the creation of a dedicated policy

objective (i.e. policy objective 5), to

encourage and streamline cohesion

policy Support for territorial

development.

The main Instruments used in this

regard, such as Integrated Territorial

Investments or Community led local

development, need to rely on territorial

strategies, which address specific

territorial needs and challenges.

The concems expressed by the

Committee as regards the Situation of

areas with severe natural or

demographic handicaps would therefore

be taken into account throughout the
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encourage them to stay, as well as to

increase business Investment and digital

and public Services accessibility, including

dedicated funding as part of the partnership

agreement.

Programming discussions with the

Member States and in particular, when

it would come to measures envisaged

under policy objective 5. These would

also be further addressed through the

territorial strategies.

The Commission therefore considers

that such concems are already

appropriately addressed in the proposed

regulations, without the need to include

additional provisions.
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N°13 Proposal for a Regulation on specific provisions for the European
territorial cooperation goal (Interreg)

COM (2018) 374 final

COR-2018-03595 - COTER-Vl/047

132 Plenary Session: December 2018

Rapporteur: Marie-Antoinette MAUPERTUIS (FR/EA)
DG REGIO - Commissioner CREJU

Points of the European Committee of
the Regions opinion considered essential

Amendment 14 and 20 on Article 11 and

19

Member States should report on how local
and regional authorities and other
interested parties have been involved in
developing the programme, with reference
to Article 6 of the Common Provisions

Regulation on partnership and multilevel
govemance.

Amendments 5,18 on recital 8 and new
chapter after Chapter II

Although the establishment of interregional
Innovation investments is one of the most

positive innovations in the new
Programming period, they are still a very
different tool from European territorial
cooperation. For this reason and in order to
underscore its specific importance, we
suggest drafting a chapter and article on
these investments bringing together various
provisions which are scattered throughout
the proposal for a regulation.

We also propose increasing its budget with
a specific reserve of 0.3% of the cohesion
budget and authorising further transfers.
Lastly, in order to comply with the principle
of European territorial cohesion, part of the
resources must be earmarked for regions
which are not yet among the most
innovative in Europe.

Furthermore, in order to avoid exacerbating

European Commission position

The Commission strongly supports
partnership and multi-level govemance,
emphasising the need for the
participation of the competent local and
regional authorities as required by
Article 6 of the proposed Common
Provisions Regulation'.

There is no need to duplicate such a

Provision under the proposed Interreg

Regulation.

The Commission welcomes the

Committee support for. interregional
Innovation investments as a new

initiative of high added value.

Given the ongoing discussions with the
co-legislators, the Commission is not in
the Position to react to legal drafting
suggestions at this stage.

The Commission confirms its objective
to bring together researchers,
businesses, civil society and public
administrations involved in smart

specialisation strategies established at
national or regional levels.

The Commission aims at simple and fast
Implementation mechanisrns so that
Innovation can make sense in our

increasingly fast-paced and globalised
business environment.

The Commission notes that this

proposal is part of the overall
negotiations on the Multiannual

COM (2018) 375 final
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interregional disparities in terms 6f
innovation and competitiveness, we need to
promote innovation in regions which are
struggling and/or which are below the EU
average in terms of competitiveness.

Financial Framework for the 2021-2027

period. The Commission considers that
the budget proposed in the Common
Provisions Regulation (CPR) is part of
the carefiilly balanced budgetary
proposals for the 2021-2027 multiannual
fmancial framework (MFF) and that the
planned possibilities for transfers in
Article 9(4) of the European territorial
cooperation (ETC) proposal provide for
sufficient flexibility. Furthermore,
during the Implementation of
cooperation programmes dose links
should be established with mainstream

cohesion policy programmes as well as
with the underlying smart specialisation
strategies. This would help mobilise
additional investment in the selected

priority areas and to enhance
cooperation on innovation Investments
with Partners outside a given
Programme area of a Member State.

Amendment 6, 7 and 26, on new recitals
and new Art.62(a)

With a view to reducing the administrative
bürden, the Commission, the Member
States and the regions must collaborate
closely to simplify the management and
reporting of State aid. Steps must be taken
to see whether measures in the field of

interregional cooperation at least can, as a
general rule, be exempt from European
legislation on State aid.

The promotion of European territorial
cooperation (ETC) has been one of the key
priorities of EU cohesion policy for many
years. Specific provisions for regional aid
for investments by businesses of all sizes

are also included in the 2014-2020

guidelines on regional aid and in the
GBER's section on regional aid. Given that
aid for ETC would be compatible with the
Single market, it must be excluded from the
reporting requirements in Article 108(3) of
the TFEU.

Article 62a

Exemption from the reporting requirement

The Commission takes note of the

appreciation of its efforts to simplify the
management of flinds begun in the last
few years and culminating in the new
proposals for regulations.

It further notes that the Treaty specifies
that State aid legislation applies to
projects that are economic in nature. As
many ETC projects are not, they are not
subject to State aid rules. For ETC
projects that are economic in nature, the
current General Block Exemption
Regulation (GBER) already exempts
certain projects, which can be
considered to be compatible with the
internal market, from the requirement to
be notified to the Commission under

Article 108(3) of the Treaty. Based on
existing practice with ETC projects, the
Commission has identified further

categories of ETC projects that can be
considered compatible with the internal
market. The Commission, therefore, is
currently preparing amendments to the
GBER, to enable those projects to also
benefit from the block exemption.
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laid down in Article 108(3) of the TFEU

Aid for European territorial cooperation
projects is excluded from the review of
State aid and is not subject to the reporting
requirement laid down in Article 108(3) of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union.

To that end, on 26 November 2018, the
Council adopted a Regulation (the
"Enabling Regulation") that enables the
Commission to exempt further
categories of national subsidies from the
Standard checks required under
European Union State aid rules. The two
new categories are:

a) national funds combined with
European Union centrally managed
funds, such as the InvestEU Fund or
'Seal of Excellence' projects provided
for by the next Framework programme
on research and Innovation;

b) national funds for projects supported
by EU European Territorial Cooperation
programmes.

The OBER amendments that will be

adopted on the basis of the Enabling
Regulation will expand the number of
ETC projects that will be exempt from
the notification requirement, thus
simplifying the management of State aid
in ETC projects.

Amendment 23 on article 45(new).3

Where the managing authority does not
carry out management verifications under
[point (a) of Article 68(1)] of Regulation
(EU) [new CPR] throughout the whole
Programme area, each Member State and,
where applicable, any third country,
Partner country or OCTs participating in
the Interreg programme, shall designate the
body or person responsible for carrying out
such verifications in relation to

beneficiaries on its territory (the
"Controllers").

Both the Common Provisions

Regulation (CPR) and Interreg
proposals offer a significant reduction in
the audit effort and still ensure that the

Funds would be used in accordance with

sound Financial management.

Both proposals advocate reduced
Controls and a new, risk-based

management verifications environment.
The Interreg proposal also includes a
higher number of eligibility rules set at
European Union level and the
requirement to have staff from the
countries involved in the partnership in
Order that the joint secretariat has a
better knowledge of national rules,
Systems and languages.

The Commission objects to the proposal
to reintroduce first level Controllers for

management verifications post-2020 as
this would go against the simplification
logic of the Interreg proposal.
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N°14 Regulation on Cross-border Mechanism
COM (2018) 373final
COR-2018-03596 - COTER-VI/048

132"*^ Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Bouke ARENDS (NL/PES)
DG REGIO — Commissioner CREJU

Points of the European Committee of
the Regions opinion considered

essential

European Commission position

General comments (1 -9)

3. thanks the Commission for taking
account of the recommendations set out

in previous CoR opinions on border
obstacles, particularly the opinion on the
Communication on Boosting growth and
cohesion in EU border regions;

4. points out that the EU has 40 intemal
land border regions, accounting for 40%
of the Union's territory and 30% of its
Population, and stresses that the legal
and administrative barriers have to be

removed and both road and rail links

improved, so that cooperalion in EU
border regions and European Integration
can be strengthened and regional growth
promoted;

5. stresses that changes that are currently
occurring in important national policy
areas are impeding the füll exploitation
of the freedoms of the single market; if
only 20% of the existing obstacles were
to be removed, this would lead to a 2%

increase in OD? and the creation of more

than a million Jobs;

9. considers the instrument to be of great
importance for fostering neighbourly
cooperation in border regions, the social
and cultural development of these
regions, European citizenship and public
Support for the EU. It is these regions
that best illustrate the European vision
and Europe's common values. The cross-
border Mechanism can strengthen this;

The Commission agrees with the
Committee that the Commission's

Proposal for a Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the
Council on a mechanism to resolve

legal and administrative obstacles in a
cross-border context ('European cross-
border mechanism') is a direct and
logical consequence of the
Commission's Cross-border review

exercise and of its Communication to

the Council and the European
Parliament 'Boosting growth and
cohesion in EU border regions'^

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament 'Boosting growth and
cohesion in EU border regions' - COM(2017) 534 final, 20.9.2017 ('Border Regions Communication').
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6. considers that it is crucial to add

maritime borders to the regulation to
make it clear that the geographicai scope
is not limited to land borders; (also
Amendment 1)

8. points out that there are also many
regions with extemal land or maritime
borders where the cross-border

mechanism can help meet the challenges
these regions face; (also Amendment 2)

The proposed European Cross Border
Mechanism can also be used on

maritime borders. In view of the points
3 to 5 of the opinion, it should be
underlined that the European Cross
Border Mechanism is predominantly
meant and designed for legal obstacles
on land borders. The interaction and

the legal obstacles feit by daily
commuters for work, training or access
to facilities is more intense on land

borders than on most maritime borders

(see also Recital 5). The Commission
therefore considers Article 4(3)
sufficient.

In its explanatory memorandum the
Commission refers to the dose Unk of

its proposal with the completion of the
Single Market. The proposal does not
regulate how the European Cross
Border Mechanism could work on an

extemal border, but does not prevent
Member States from . establishing
appropriate cross-border mechanisms
on a bilateral basis. The Commission

therefore considers Article 4(3)
sufficient.

7. points out that this regulation should
also be applied to NUTS level 2 regions
in Order to assess, in various

circumstances, the NUTS level region
most appropriate for identifying the
mechanism to remove legal and
administrative bairiers in cross-border
dealings; (also Amendments 1 and 2)

The proposed European Cross Border
Mechanism allows that the rules of

Member State A also apply in Member
State B. In order to limit the impact of
these mies and of the derogation to the
mies in Member State B, the

application of the European Cross
Border Mechanism and the territory
covered in an initiative document is

limited to NUTS^ 3 regions (Article
2(1) and point (1) of Article 3). The
Member States are, however allowed to

determine the area covered in the

European cross-border commitment or
European cross-border Statement
according to point (c) of Article 14(1)
of the proposal.

^Bottom-up^^nitiative^^M^^olunto^

nomenclature of territorial units for statistics
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nature comments (10-15)

12. agrees with the Commission that
various effective mechanisms, such as
the Nordic Council and Benelux, already
exist, and sees the cross-border
Mechanism as a suitable complement to
the e.xisting mechanisms and to solutions
adopted by and between Member States.
The Committee calls for fiirther details

on ways in which the cross-border
Mechanism can be practically applied
alongside existing mechanisms;

In its Explanatory Memorandum the

Commission refers to existing

mechanisms: 'Member States have

undertaken individual, bilateral and

even multilateral initiatives to resolve

legal border obstacles. However, those

mechanisms do not exist in all Member

States, or not for all borders of a given

Member State.' This does not mean

that the Commission has assessed these

Systems as effective in terms of its

proposal which does not specify any

criterion for such an assessment.

The Commission will take due account

of this aspect during the negotiations.

13. acknowledges the added value of the
voluntary application of the Instrument
to a specific project, making it possible
to choose the most suitable Instrument:

either the EU Mechanism or another,
existing bilateral Instrument for
removing legal obstacles impeding the
implementation of a Joint project in
cross-border situations;

The proposal does not establish a
voluntary application of the European
Cross Border Mechanism at the level

of a specific project (as also requested
by the European Parliament), but on
the level of each border. Without an

assessment of whether there exists, on

a given border, another bilateral
Instrument, the Commission disagrees
that there is added value of the

application on project level.

14. calls on the Commission to enable

regions with legislative powers to choose
to establish and apply the Mechanism in
Order to receive transfers of legal
provisions from the competent
authorities of another Member State

when there are legal obstacles affecting
issues of legislative power at regional
level. Also calls for the regions
themselves to set up their regional Cross-
border Coordination Points in all cases.

(also Amendment 4)

The proposal is in füll respect of
'regions with legislative powers'; see
Article 2(2): 'Where a Member State
comprises several territorial entities
with legislative powers, this Regulation
shall also apply to those territorial
entities including their respective
authorities or legal provisions.'

15. at the same time encourages the use
of harmonised rules, which could be
utilised when setting up new EU
financing mechanisms to support
cooperation between cross-border

The Commission imderstands this point
as referring to the proposed rules on the
European territorial cooperation goal
(Interreg) supported by the European
Fund for Regional Development. The
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regions; Commission's proposal establishes
Interreg specific harmonised, eligibility
rules at EU level which therefore will

be harmonised throughout the Union.

Scope (16-18)

16. recognises the need for restrictions
on the areas to which the Commission's

regulation will apply, but is concemed 9t
the limitation of application of the
regulation to NUTS level 3 regions, and
therefore calls for an evaluation five

years after the regulation's entry into
force of its geographical aiid thematic
scope; (also Amendment 6)

With regard to the geographical scope,
see comments to point 7. An
assessment will be carried out after five

years of application (Article 25). The
geographical and thematic scope of the
European Cross. Border Mechanism
would be covered by the Clements
listed in Article 25 (effectiveness,
relevance and scope for simplification).

17. asks the Commission for clarification

of the Joint projects that will be eligible
and for a defmition of infrastructure

projects and Services of general
economic interest; draws the

Commission's attention in this context to

the lack of clarity that sometimes exists
at local and regional level regarding the
Content of Services of general economic
interest; offers to explore, with the
Commission and the Member States, the
thematic application of the regulation, on
the basis of individual cases and

examples; (also Amendment 6)

With regard to the thematic scope, the
proposal is deliberately wide, as the
Commission cannot foresee the

panoply of legal obstacles project
Partners will encounter when planning
and implementing a Joint project.

With regard to the scope of' Services of
general economic interest', the
Commission refers to the indications

provided for State aid purposes"*. The
Commission also refers, for Single
Market purposes, to the broader
category of Services of general
interest .

18. having studied the text, notes that it
is not always consistently translated,
giving rise to a lack of clarity regarding
the application of certain articles, in
particular Article 4(3), conceming
application to third countries. The
Committee sees the restriction on

cooperation with third countries implied
by the apparent reference to two EU
Member States as an impediment. Also
considers that the articles in the proposal
for a regulation conceming the
preparation and presentation of the

The Commission will carefully take
account of the different language
versions during the on-going
negotiations.

Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on specific provislons for the
European territorial cooperation goal (Interreg) supported by the European Regional Development Fund
and extemal financing instruments (COM(20I8) 374 final of 29.5.2018).
httDV/ec.euroDa.eu/competition/state aid/overview/public Services en.html.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/topics/single-market/services-general-interest en.
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initiative document and associated

matters govemed by Articles 8 to 12
should be worded more clearly; (also
Amendment 3)

Implementation and Operation (19-25)

19. sees the proposed procedure as
comprehensive. The innovative nature of
the Mechanism means that there will be

a need for clarity regarding the steps to
be taken in preparing for a Commitment
or Statement, and there is a risk of
imposing an administrative bürden on
the regions and Member States.

The CoR wholeheartedly supports the
report provided for in Article 25, which
will also include simplification of the
application of the regulation. In addition,
it calls for more attention to be drawn to

the issue, so that national authorities start
work on simplifying their national rules;
(also Amendment 6)

The proposal sets out a procedure. In
the context of the Committee of

Regions' European Grouping for
Territorial Cooperation (EGTC)
platform and with regard of the
European Grouping of Territorial
Cooperation Regulation^, Member
States and the Committee have

repeatedly requested more detailed
rules for the approval procedure with
regard to the cooperation and
coordination of such authorities in

different Member States. With regard
to the Mechanism, point 19 of the
opinion seems to ask for less
comprehensive rules for the European
Cross Border Mechanism. Based on the

experience with the EGTC tool, the
Commission has opted for detailed
rules to ensure legal certainty. With
regard to the administrative bürden, the
Commission points out that differing
national rules which 'clash' in border

regions and complicate Joint projects
may have been avoided where Member
States would address the impact on
border regions when adopting national
rules. The Commission therefore

considers the level of detail in its

proposal as fit for purpose.

The report provided for in Article 25 of
the proposal assessing the application
of the European Cross Border
Mechanism Regulation would be
carried out in füll respect of the Better
Regulation package. It is therefore not
necessary to highlight in particular one
Clement of that procedure, i.e. a public
consultation as proposed in
Amendment 6.

Regulation (EC) No 1082/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2006 on a
European grouping of territorial cooperation (EGTC), OJ L 210, 31.7.2006.
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20. Stresses the need for rapid and clear
Implementation of the regulation and
calls on the Commission in this context

to take account of the lessons leamt and

experience acquired during the
implementation phase of the EGTC
regulation, and to encourage the Member
States to implement the Mechanism as
quickly as possible for cross-border
projects;

considers in this context that the role of

Cross-border Coordination Points needs

further elucidation.

Also hopes that the CoR will play a role
in registering European Cross-border
Commitments and Statements, as is
already the case for EGTCs, in order to
strengthen feedback and the exchange of
good practices;

Member States would have to make

certain choices (Article 4) and to
inform the Commission within a year
after the entry into force
(Article 24(2)).

The tasks of the Cross-border

Coordination Points are set out in

Article 6. Its paragraph 1 lists the tasks
any Cross- Border Coordination Points
would have, whereas - again in ftill
respect of the constitutional and legal
framework of the Member States - the

tasks listed in paragraph 2 may or may
not be granted to Cross-border
Coordination Points.

Contrary to the European Grouping of
Territorial Cooperation, 'registering'
European cross-border commitments
and European Cross Border
Mechanisms would be a task of the

coordination point within the
Commission (point (c) of Article 7(2)).

23. calls on the EU institutions and the

Member States to accompany the
implementation of the regulation with a
clear communication strategy, with a
particular focus on the exchange of
examples of best practice and on the
thematic scope of the regulation; (also
Amendment 5)

Although the Committee calls
European Union and Member States to
accompany the implementation of the
regulation with a clear communication
strategy, Amendment 5 only concems
the coordination tasks of the

Commission. These coordination tasks

are already assumed by the 'Border
focal point'^ set up pursuant to the
Border Regions Communication.

24. stresses the complementarity of the
cross-border Mechanism and the EGTC

instrument and the fact that the EGTC, as
a supra-national and sub-national entity,
would be a practical tool for initiating
and implementing projects under the new
Mechanism. Further work will be needed

to establish how the Mechanism and the

EGTC complement each other;

The Commission shares the

Committee's Statement on the

complementarity between the European
Grouping of Territorial Cooperation
and European Cross Border
Mechanism. Some reactions on the

European Cross Border Mechanism
proposal questioned whether the
European Cross Border Mechanism

hllDS://euagenda.eu/oreanisers/european-cümmission-dg-re2io-cross-border-cooDeralion
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25. sees the Mechanism as a usefiil

complement to the Interreg programmes,
as in certain situations the Mechanism

can offer interesting approaches that
could facilitate the implementation of
cross-border projects.

would replace the European Grouping
of Territorial Cooperation. As point 24
correctly states, a European Grouping
of Territorial Cooperation may act as
Initiator' of a procedure under the
European Cross Border Mechanism.

o

Except for a limited Situation , a
European Grouping of Territorial
Cooperation does not have regulatory
powers. Although they manage cross-
border infrastructure projects and may
define the terms and conditions subject
to which a service of general economic
interest is provided, including the
tariffs and fees to be paid by the users
(e.g. the Cerdanya hospital on the
Spanish-French border), they are bound
by the applicable national rules.

The Commission agrees also with the
complementarity of Interreg and the
European Cross Border Mechanism:
Interreg programmes supported by the
European Regional Development Fund
are one tool for financial support to
Joint cross-border projects. The
European Cross Border Mechanism
can facilitate planning and
implementation of Interreg projects,
but the European Cross Border
Mechanism can also be used for 'Joint
projects' which are not supported by
Interreg or any other programme
financed by the EU budget.

See the sccond subparagraph of Arlicle 7(4) of Regulation (EC) No 1082/2006: "However, in compliance with
applicable Union and national law, the assembly of an EGTC, referred to in point (a) of Article 10(1), may define the
terms and conditions of the use of an item of infrastructure the EGTC is managing. or the terms and conditions subject
to which a service of general economic interest is provided. including the tariffs and fees to be paid by the users.".
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jyojg Reform of the CAP
COM(2018) 392 final

1

COM(2018) 393 final

COM(2018) 394 final

COR-2018-03637-00-01 -NAT-VI/034

132"'' Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur-General: Guillaume CROS (FR/PES)

DG AGRI - Commissioner HOGAN

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential
European Commission position

The follow-up given by the Commission to this opinion will be included in a subsequent

report.
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N°16 The Single Market Programme

COM (2018) 441 final

COR-2018-03765 - ECON-VI/038

132"'' Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur; Deirdre FORDE (lE/EPP)

DG GROW - Commissioner BIENKOWSKA

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

The CoR welcomes the proposal to establish

a new Programme for improving the

functioning of the intemal market.

The Commission puts a great

importance on the Single Market

Programme, which enables a new,

innovative and Strategie approach

towards delivering the Single Market

on the ground. It is the very first

Programme that will address in a

unified manner the strengthening of the

Single market while providing it with

more visibility toward Citizens and

businesses.

The CoR welcomes the emphasis on

strengthening support for the SME sector

through this programme.

The support to small and medium-sized

enterprises (SMEs) and entrepreneurship

is a crucial component of the European

Union proposal for the Single Market

Programme (SMP). The financial

Instruments supporting SMEs will be

catered for under the SME Window of

the Invest EU Fund, and the

competitiveness pillar of the Single

Market Programme (SMP) will facilitate

SMEs' access to markets, promote

favourable business environment and

entrepreneurship.

The Single Market Programme (SMP)

will focus on bigger actions with a high

impact while keeping the flexibility of

the Programme in testing new,

innovative ideas.

The CoR recognises that there remains a

serious problem with the enforcement of EU

Despite the high degree of market

integration in the area of goods, many
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product rules with too many non-compliant

products on the market. Suggests that there
is an urgent need for clear branding and

visibility and the avoidance of dupUcation in

the plethora of Instruments that exist er are

proposed to ensure that Citizens and

businesses understand the applicable rules

and their rights and obligations and also the

Channels that are open to them when they

believe the rules are being infringed.

illegal and non-compliant goods still

enter the market. This leads to lost

opportunities for the economy at large.

The Single Market Programme will

aim to strengthen product compliance

and product safety through the

reinforcement of market surveillance,

the consolidation of the existing

framework and the encouragement of

Joint actions of market surveillance

authorities from different Member

States, improving the rapid exchange of

information and promoting

convergence and closer integration of

market surveillance activities.

The CoR Supports the objective of

improving the capability of national,

regional and local authorities to better

implement the current rules, but suggests

that the complexity of procurement law can

be a barrier to the greater participation of

SMEs in public procurement.

The Programme will support measures

to ensure a wider uptake of Strategie

public procurement. This includes for

instance the professionalisation of

public buyers and improved access to

procurement markets for small and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),

supporting exchange of experiences

and good practices, providing

guidance, through a strengthened

partnership approach with the Member

States. The Commission will also seek

to strengthen cooperation among

national authorities and launching pilot

projects.

The CoR welcomes the commitment to

continuous investment in the existing

Internal Market Govemance Tools;

recommends much greater involvement by

local and regional authorities in the

implementation of these govemance tools as

a means of improving their functioning.

The Programme will support the

existing intemal market govemance

tools: the Your Europe Portal which

should be a backbone of the upcoming

Single Digital Gateway, Your Europe

Advice, SOLVIT, the Intemal Market

Information system and the Single

Market Scoreboard in order to improve

Citizens' daily lives and businesses'

ability to trade across borders.

28. The CoR requests further detail on the The strength of the current European
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fliture role and ambition of the European

Enterprise Network (EEN), given the

chalienges for SMEs and how it is proposed

to adapt the network to meet these

chalienges in an age of digitalisation and

globalisation so that it is better attuned to the

needs of businesses and more aligned with

Supports provided by Member States.

Union programme for the

Competitiveness of Enterprises and

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

(COSME) lies in the use of

intermediaries who ensure proximity to

small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs) thanks to an extended business

Support network and a high multiplier

effect. For example, SMEs receiving

Support from the Enterprise Europe

Network (EEN) have growth rates of

3.1% higher than SMEs not receiving

Support from this network.

The Support to SMEs and

entrepreneurship (COSME non fmancial

part) will continue as a crucial

component of the Single Market

Programme.

In line with the interim evaluation of the

current programme for the

Competitiveness of Enterprises and

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

(COSME), the Commission plans, under

the competitiveness pillar of the Single

Market programme, to ensure the

continuity of the Enterprise Europe

Network (EEN) along with the

mentoring scheme for new

entrepreneurs, the clusters initiative as

well as other positively evaluated

activities such as the Intellectual

Property Rights (IPR) SME helpdesk,

the SME Performance review and the

SME Envoys. The strategy for the

future role of the network is designed to

allow adaptation, within the established

framework, to the European Union

priorities of major interest for small and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), such

as digitalisation, intematoinalisation or

circular economy.
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39. The CoR appreciates the recognition that

Citizens are particularly affected by the

functioning of fmancial Services markets and

Stresses the need for the Programme to

effectively support consumer rights and

awareness raising in this area.

The Programme aims to support

concrete actions allowing the effective

participation of consumers, end-users

and civil society as a whole to political

discussions and decision making

processes. It also aims at empowering

these actors by making available

transparent Information and data,

organising networking activities and

awareness raising campaigns.

26. The CoR asks for greater clarification in

relation to the budget that is allocated to the

SME guarantee imder the COSME

Programme and made available to the

guarantee fund linked to the InvestEU

Programme and how it will support high risk

SME fmancing especially in more remote

and peripheral regions;

The Commission would like to clarify

that within the Single Market

Programme there is no budget

allocation for an SME guarantee. The

budget which will underpin the setting

up of an SME guarantee facility within

the SME window of InvestEU is

foreseen in the proposal for the

InvestEU Programme.
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N°17 The Space programme of the Union and the European Union Agency for
the Space Programme
COM(2018) 447 final
COR-2018-0364 - ENVE-VI/036

132"^ Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Andres JAADLA (EE/ALDE)
DG GROW — Commissioner BIENKOWSKA

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential
European Commission position

The fol!ow-up given by the Commission to this opinion will be included in a subsequent

report.
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N°18 Digital Europe Programme for the period 2021-2027

COM (2018) 434 final

COR-2018-03951 -SEDEC-VI/044

132"^ Plenary Session — December 2018
Rapporteur: Markku MARKKULA (FI/EPP)

DG CNECT — Commissioner GABRIEL

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

The key role of local and regional authorities

in implementing the DEP should be

considered in all measures to speed up the
development of the Digital Single Market,

(DSM)!

The Commission agrees with the key

role of local and regional authorities to

speed up the development of the

Digital Single Market (DSM). A key

objective of the Digital Europe

Programme is to 'deploy, operate and

maintain trans-European interoperable

State of the art Digital Service

Infrastructures across the Union

(including related Services) in

complementarity with national and

regional actions' (Article 8b).

When establishing the network of Digital

Innovation Hubs, it is imporlant to have

sufficient coverage for all regions; the target

is to have a DIH in every region. Providing

the possibility of a consortium running the

DIH would strengthen the base of the

network by involving several stakeholders,

such as universities, research centres,

innovation centres etc.

The Commission agrees with

Commiltee's the position on ensuring

sufficient coverage of Digital

Innovation Hubs in all regions. The

Commission supported the amendment

in Article 16.1 requiring the

establishment of at least one Hub per

Member States during the first year of

the Implementation of the Programme.

The objective of broad geographical

coverage is denoted in Article 16.4

'Additional European Digital

Innovation Hubs shall be selected in

accordance with the procedure referred

to in Article 27a(2), in such a way to

ensure a broad geographical coverage

across Europe'.

Finally, the Programme aims at broader

regional coverage indirectly by

allowing the Hubs to specialise to a
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larger degree by focusing on particular

servies or categories of beneficiaries

(Article 16.5(b)).

Welcomes DEP Investments in advanced

high-capacity digital infrastructure such as

5G networks, which are necessary to enable

the deployment of digital Services and

technologies everywhere in Europe.

Broadband has an instrumental role in

developing innovative and competitive

digital Services, for which reason the

European Committee of the Regions calls for

a quick 5G standardisation to ensure the

interoperability of telecommunication

networks;

The Commission agrees with the

Committee on Investment in advanced

high-capacity digital infrastructure. It

recalls that the Digital Europe

Programme will focus on large-scale

digital capacity and infrastructure

building, with the objective of wide

uptake and deployment across Europe

of critical existing or tested innovative

digital Solutions. This complements the
Cormecting European Facility-Digital

Programme in support of very high

capacity digital networks and 5G

Systems and the Horizon Europe

Programme supporting research and

Innovation.

Amendment 1

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 2 - point (e)

(e) 'Digital Innovation Hub' means legal

entity or a consortium of legal entities

designated or selected in an open and

competitive procedure in order to fulfil the

tasks under the Programme, in particular

providing access to technological expertise

and experimentation facilities, such as

equipment and Software tools to enable the

digital transformation of the industry.

The Commission agrees with the

Committee and recital (11 b), added in

the provisionally partially agreed text

addresses it.

{llb) A consortium of legal entities

may be selected as European Digital

Innovation Hubs following the

Provision in Article 197.2(c) of the

Financial Regulation that allows

entities which do not have legal

Personality under the applicable

national law to participate in calls for

proposals, provided that their
representatives have the capacity to

undertake legal obligations on behalf

of the entities and that the entities offer
guarantees for the protection of the

financial interests of the Union

equivalent to those offered by legal

persons.
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Amendment 2

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 3 - paragraph 1

The Programme has the following general

objective: to support the digital

transformation of the European economy and

Society at local, regional, national and

European level and bring its benefits to

European Citizens and businesses. The

Programme will:

(a) reinforce Europe's capacities in key

digital technology areas through large-scale

deployment,

(b) widen their diffusion and uptake in areas

of public interest and the private sector,

(c) speed up digital transformation by

increasing local collaboration and

European partnerships.

The following amendments inserted by

the co-legislators reinforce the

objectives in article 3 as follows:

The Programme has the following

general objective: to support and

accelerate the digital transformation of

the European economy, industry and

Society, and to bring its benefits to

European Citizens, public

administrations and businesses across

the Union, and improve the

competitiveness of Europe in the global

digital economy thereby while

contributing to bridging the digital

divide across the Union and reinforcing

the Union's Strategie autonomy. This

requires a holistic, cross-sectoral and

cross-border support and a stronger

Union contribution. In addition the

specific regional dimension is

emphasised in the following recitals:

Recital 34: 'Interoperability of

European public Services concems all

levels of administration: Union,

national, regional and local.'

Recital 10 states 'For all these areas, the

Programme should also aim at better

aligning Union, Member States and

regional policies, and pooling of private

and industrial resources in order to

increase investment and develop

stronger synergies'.

Article 8(b) deploy, operate and

maintain trans-European interoperable

Digital Service Infrastructures

(including related Services) in

complementarity with national and
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Amendment 3

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 5 - point (d) new and (e) new

Artiflcial Intelligence

The financial Intervention by the Union

under Specific Objective 2. Artificial

Intelligence shail pursue the following

operational objectives:

(a) (d) improve the quality and amount of

data to Support and speed up the digital

transformation creating a digital platform

economy;

(e) scale up the use of technologies,

develop innovative business modelsj

increase awareness of users and shorten

the time front innovation to market;

regional actions.

The Commission agrees with the

Committee on 'speeding up' digital

transformations and therefore accepted

the compromise amendment that the

Programme has the general objective to

'support and accelerate the digital

transformation....' (Article 3).

The Commission agrees with the

Committee on 'speeding up' and

'scaling up' the use of digital

technologies.

Recital 28 states that The advanced

digital technologies supported by this

Programme, such as high Performance

Computing, cybersecurity and artificial

intelligence are now sufficiently

mature to move beyond the research

arena and be deployed, implemented

and scaled-up at Union levef and

'training opportunities in advanced

digital skills, including data protection

competencies, need to be scaled up,

increased and made accessible

throughout the EU'.

Article 8(f) emphasises the following

operational objectives to 'support the

design, testing, implementation and

deployment and maintenance of

interoperable digital Solutions,

including digital govemment solutions,

for EU level public Services delivered

through a data-driven reusable

Solutions platform, fostering innovation

and establishing common frameworks

in Order to unleash the fiill potential of

the public administrations' Services for

European Citizens and businesses';

Further details on implementation will

be addressed in the Work Programme.
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Amendment 4

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 7

The financial intervention by the Union

under Specific Objective 4. Advanced

Digital skills shall support the development

of advanced digital skills in areas supported

by this Programme and in a gender

responsive manner, thus contributing to

increase Europe's talent pool, fostering

greater professionalism, especially with

regard to high Performance Computing, big

data analytics, cybersecurity, distributed

ledger technologies, robotics and artificial

intelligence. The financial intervention shall

pursue the following operational objectives:

a.) support the design and delivery of long-

term trainings and courses for students, IT

Professionals and the workforce;

b.) support the design and delivery of short-

term trainings and courses for entrepreneurs,

small business leaders and the workforce;

c.) support on-the-job trainings and

traineeships for students, young

entrepreneurs and graduates.

The Commission agrees with the

Position of the Committee that

Europe's talent pool and fostering

greater professionalism can but be

achieved in a gender responsive

manner and therefore accepts the

compromise amendment, which states

'fostering greater professionalism

taking into account gender balance.'

(Article 7.1)

Recital (27) also states:

In its resolution of 1 June 2017 on

digitising European industry the

European Parliament stated thal

education, training and lifelong

leaming are the comerstone of social

cohesion in a digital society. It

furthermore demanded that the gender

perspective would be incorporated in

all digital initiatives, emphasizing the

need to address the gender gap within

the IGT sector, since this is essential

for Europe's long-term growth and

prosperity.

Amendment 5

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 8 - paragraph 1 - points (a), (g) and

(j) new

Deployment, best use ofdigital capacities

and Interoperability

The financial intervention by the Union

under Specific Objective 5. Deployment,

best use of digital capacities and

Interoperability shall achieve the following

operational objectives:

(b) (a) ensure that the public sector and

areas of public interests, such as health and

While the Commission agrees with the

Committee, it considers that the

existing list of example areas need not

be exhaustive as they are illustrative

only. To maintain coherence, broad

terms are used. These encompass more

specific areas e.g. environment may

include natural resources, forestry,

food, etc.

The Commission supports synergies

between programmes as stated in

Article 13 and Annex III.

The Commission agrees with the

Committee on new digitalised Solutions
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care, education, judiciary, urban planning,

transport, energy, natural resources,

forestry, food, environment, cultural and

Creative sectors, can deploy and access state-

of-the-art digital technologies, in particular

high Performance Computing, artificial

intelligence, Information security and

cybersecurity;

(c) (g) ensure a continuous capacity at

regional^ national and European level to

observe, analyse and adapt to fast-evolving

digital trends, as well as co-creating new

digltalised Solutions, sharing best practices

and mainstreaming the bench-learning

culture;

(j) integrale the deployment activities of

the Digital Europe programme to regional

smart specialisation strategies, Horizon

Europe and other major European

initiatives and partnerships.

as stated in Annex III, 3(a): 'future

DEP focuses on large-scale digital

capacity and infrastructure building ...

aiming at wide uptake and deployment

across Europe of critical existing or

tested innovative digital Solutions

within an EU framework in areas of

public interest or market failure'.

The Commission agrees with the

Committee on smart specialisation

strategies and states in Annex 3, 42(a)

'Arrangements for complementary

funding from Union programmes under

shared management and the Digital

Europe Programme are used to support

activities providing a bridge between

smart specialisations and support to the

digital transformation of the European

economy and society'.

Amendment 6

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 13 - paragraph 3 (new)

Synergies with other Union programmes

3, The Programme will support the

regional and European collaboration and

partnerships to scale up innovative digital

Solutions and ensure synergies with

regional strategies.

The Commission supports synergies

with other programmes as stated in:

Recital 10, 11 (aa), 15, 15 (a), 30,

Article 13 and Annex 3.

Specific mention to the regional

dimension is addressed in Recital 10,

11, 34, Article 8(b), Article 11.1,

Article 16.4, Article 20.2(e), Article

22, Article 25, Article 25.5 , Annex 1,

Specific Objective 5.II.2, Annex 3 3(c)

and 4, 4(b).

European Digital Innovation Hubs

1. Düring the first year of the

implementation of the Programme, an initial

network of European Digital Innovation

Hubs shall be established. The Hubs in this

network have a strong regional role to

increase European collaboration.

2. For the purpose of the establishment of the

network mentioned in paragraph 1, each

The Commission agrees with the

Committee's position and therefore

accepted the compromise amendment,

which includes 'European' in the

definition of Digital Innovation Hubs

and the 'broad' nature of the coverage,

as indicated below (Article 16.4): The

Commission, taking utmost account of

the opinion of each Member State

before the selection of a European
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Member State shall designate candidate

entities through an open and competitive

process, on the basis of the following

criteria:

(a) appropriate competences related to the

functions of the Digital Innovation Hubs,

including capacity and competences with

respect to R&Dy infrastructure, data

protection, security and Innovation;

(b) appropriate management capacity, staff

and infrastructure;

(c) operational and legal means to apply the

administrative, contractual and financial

management rules laid down at Union level;

(d) appropriate financial guarantees, issued

preferably by a public authority, European

Committee of the Regionsresponding to the

level of Union funds it will be called upon

to manage;

(e) alignment with regional strategies.

3. The Commission shall adopt a decision on

the selection of entities forming the initial

network. These entities shall be selected by

the Commission from candidate entities

designated by Member States on the basis of

the criteria mentioned in paragraph 2 and the

following additional criteria:

(a) the budget available for the financing of

the initial network;

(b) the need to ensure by the initial network

a coverage of the needs of industry and areas

of public interest and a comprehensive and

balanced geographical coverage throughout

the EU and Member States.

4. Additional Digital Innovation Hubs shall

be selected on the basis of an open and

competitive process, in such a way to ensure

the widest geographical coverage across

regions in Europe. The number of entities of

the network shall be proportional to the

Digital Innovation Hub in its territory,

shall select, if needed, additional

European Digital Innovation Hubs in

accordance with the procedure referred

to in Article 27a(2), in such a way to

ensure a broad geographical coverage

across Europe.

The extent of coverage will ultimately

depend on the programme's envelope

decided in the context of the overall

negotiations on the next Multiannual

Financial Framework.

On better alignement, the regional

dimension is emphasised in:

Recital 10 The Programme should also

aim at better aligning Union, Member

States and regional policies'.

Article 16 5(b) states: facilitate the

transfer of expertise and know-how

between regions, in particular by

networking SMEs, start-ups, and

midcaps established in one region with

European Digital Innovation Hubs

established in other regions which are

best suited to provide relevant Services.

Horizon Europe will be the sole

centrally-managed EU programme

supporting research and technological

development. The Digital Europe
Programme will focus on large-scale

digital capacity and infrastructure

building, with the objective of wide

uptake and deployment across Europe

of critical existing or tested innovative

digital Solutions. Therefore reference to

Research and Development in this

context risks causing confusion.
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Population of a given Member States and

there shall be at least one Digital Innovation

Hub per Member State. To address the

specific constraints faced by the EU sparsely

populated and outermost regions, specific

entities may be nominated to cover their

needs.

Amendment 8

Proposal for a Regulation

Article 20 - paragraph 1 - points (d) and (e)

new

Award criteria

The award criteria shall be defined in the

work programmes and in the calls for

proposals, taking into account at the

minimum the following Clements:

(a) the maturity of the action in the project

development;

(b) the soundness of the Implementation

plan proposed;

(c) the stimulating effect of Ünion support
on public and private Investment, when

applicable;

(d) Synergie use of different financing

Instruments and the need to overcome

financial obstacles such as the lack of market

fmance;

(e) where applicable^ integration of the

project with regional strategies;

(f) where applicable, the economic, social,

climate and environmental impact, and

accessibility;

(g) where applicable, a trans-European

dimension;

(h) where applicable, a balanced

geographical distribution across the Union,

including the outermost regions;

where applicable, the presence of a long-

As stated in Article 20, the award

criteria shall be defined in the work

programmes and in the calls for

proposals. Only the minimum Clements

are listed under Article 20. Additional

Clements are to be considered in the

work programmes.

Arrangements for complementary

funding from EU programmes under

shared management and the Digital

Europe Programme are used to support

activities providing a bridge between

smart specialisations and support to the

digital transformation of the European

economy and society (cf Annex 3, 4(a).
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term sustainability plan.
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N°19 The InvestEU Programme

COM (2018) 439 final

CoR-2018-03766 - ECON-VI/039

132"'' Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Konstantinos AGORÄSTOS (EL/EPP)

DG ECFIN - Vice-President KATAINEN

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

29. urges that more than 35% of resources

from the InvestEU financial envelope be

made available for achieving climate-

related objectives;

Also in Amendment 4

Actions under the InvestEU Programme

are expected to contribute 30% of the

Overall financial envelope of the

InvestEU Programme to climate

objectives. Achieving even higher

targets would be extremely challenging

and could compromise other policy

objectives. Operations under the

research Innovation and digitisation

window and especially under the SME

and . social investment and skills

Windows will have limited opportunities

to Support climate Investments. This

would put excessive pressure on the

sustainable infrastructure window. As a

result, most sectors that are not

necessarily climate related but are still

aligned with EU policy objectives would

become de facto excluded from support

under InvestEU (cross-border and TEN-

T infrastructure, development of energy

sector including security of energy

supply, digital infrastructure, etc.).

Furthermore, the targets proposed by the

Commission are already significantly

more ambitious than the 25% target for

the EU budget in general for the next

Multiannual Financial Framework.

The 30% InvestEU Fund target is also

considerably more ambitious that the

one under EFSI 2.0. As of 2018, the

share of the EU guarantee under EFSI

allocated to the climate target was about
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Amendments 7 (also concems amendments

8,12, 17,18, 22, 23)

€6 billion. However, EFSI 2.0's 40%

target excludes SMEs and mid-caps. The
InvestEU Fund target of 30% will apply

to the entire programme, with an

expected guarantee contribution of up to
€11.4 billion and an Investment

mobilised of almost €200 billion.

Under the sustainable infrastructure

window the target has been increased by

co-legislators from 50 to 55%.

The Commission takes note of the

concems raised by the Committee, but

underlines the different role of each

compartment: while the EU
compartment is addressing EU-wide
market failures and investment gaps,

the Member State compartment will

help in addressing country specific
market failures and investment gaps. It

Supports higher mobilisation of fmance
at Member States' and regions' level

and is therefore a tool that optimizes

the geographical distribution.

The Member State compartment will

allow Member States who choose so, to

benefit from an efficient

Implementation of the European Union

guarantee to deliver objectives of the
policies defined under share
management funds.

The contribution to the Member State

compartment is optional. The

contributing Member State would
define the specific Implementation

modalities, which the InvestEU

Programme would then deliver,
offering flexibility.

Member States could draw on financial

products designed and/or implemented
at European Union level (meaning that
these products may be 'readily-
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available' as designed for the European

Union compartment). Financial

products could also be designed in a

'bottom-up' way by the Managing

Authority and Implementing Partner to

address specific needs and specific

final recipients of the originating

Member State.

In any case, a shared management

fiinds contribution would remain ring-

fenced for delivering on objectives of

the Member States policies as defined

under the shared management funds.

Significant leverage of InvestEU

financing and investment operations

offers a certain room for manoeuvre for

pooling at Member State level

resources Coming from regional shared

management programmes while

ensuring a certain minimum level of

Investments in originating region(s).

Thus, based on the pooling of resources

and risks through the Member State

compartment the impact of sums

allocated to regions can be expected to

be bigger than the impact of equal

funds Channelled through similar

Instruments implemented by an

individual region.

Amendment 19 Housing, when related to social and

Student housing, will be covered under

the social investment and skills

window.

9. reiterates its call for Investments made by

local and regional authorities financed by

the InvestEU programme and the EIB to be

excluded from Member States' budget

deficit and debt calculations;

Whereas the Commission considers

that the systematic exclusion of some

categories of expenditure would

hamper the sustainability objective of

the Stability and Growth Pact, the

Commission highlights that some

flexibility already exists within the

Pact's framework for investment,
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which also applies to local and regional

Investment. This includes 'one-off

treatments' of some expenditures,

which imply that the related

expenditures are excluded from the

structural balance compiled for the

assessment of compliance with the

Pact.

Other flexibility for investment

applying to investment co-financed by

European Fund for Strategie

Investments (EFSI) includes

investment clauses, allowing a country

implementing public investment to

deviate from its fiscal adjustment path,

if the projects funded have direct long-

term 'positive and verifiable budgetary

effects.

The Commission has also put an

increased emphasis on the expenditure

benchmark to assess compliance with

the preventive arm of the Pact. For the

calculation of this indicator, investment

expenditure is smoothed over 4 years,

in Order to mitigate the impacl of the

inherent volatility of investment

expenditure, and in particular those

linked to a co-financing with European

Union funds or the European

Investment Bank.

10. demands that the economic, social and

territorial cohesion of the Union be

included among the objectives of the

InvestEU Programme, in particular since

the proposal's legal basis comprises the

third Paragraph of Article 175 of the Treaty

on the Functioning of the European Union

which focuses on cohesion; believes it is of

the utmost importance that InvestEU be

geographically balanced and that it be

targeted as a matter of priority at regions

suffering from a significant and persistent

The co-legislators shared this concem

and introduced the reference to

economic, social and territorial

cohesion in the objectives of the
Programme under Article 3 of the

Regulation. This objective has however

to be seen in balance with the demand-

driven nature of the instrument. The

Commission believes that the

development of advisory Services and

its delivery at the local level will also

help ensuring that also lagging regions
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lack of Investment and at particularly

vulnerable and remote areas such as the

outermost regions;

can benefit more substantially from

InvestEU financing.

14. recommends assessing the EFSI's

economic impact to date in each of the

Member States and Regions, including

overviews of the use of the funds and the

benefits ensuing from them. This

assessment will be particularly important

because InvestEU, as a new EU financial

tool, could be directly geared towards real

Investment priorities and could avoid

certain shortcomings found in existing

ways of using the EU budget;

The Commission and the European

Investment Bank (EIB) regularly

evaluate the impacts of the European

Fund for Strategie Investments (EFSI);

a further evaluation is scheduled for

2021. In addition, a study prepared by

the EIB's Economics Department and

the Commission's Joint Research

Centre particularly focused on

European Fund for Strategie

Investments's (EFSI) macroeconomic

impact.' Based on European
Investment Bank (EIB) data, these

studies also provide results on country

groups.

In addition, the Commission publishes,

on a monthly basis, updated figures on

the European Fund for Strategie

Investments (EFSI) implementation by

country including examples of

beneficiaries.

Annex III to the InvestEU proposal

includes a detailed set of indicators that

will be the basis for the annual report

by the Commission to the European

Parliament and Council on the progress

of InvestEU. For the purposes of the

evaluation referred to in Article 23 the

Commission may establish additional

and/or revised indicators and a

monitoring and evaluation system

through delegated acts.

20. recommends considering the proposal

to introduce fast-track procedures for small-

scale projects up to a certain budget, given

that in certain regions smaller-scale projects

Under InvestEU, National and

Regional Promotional Banks and

institutions will be eligible to become

Implementing Partner. By this, it is

httDs://publications.eüropa.eu/en/Düblication-detail/-/publication/cfefc92a-8fb9-l le8-8bcl'
01 aa75ed71 a 1 /laneuage-en/format-PDF
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may equate to Strategie Investments

because they can have significant leverage

effects;

expected that smaller projects will

benefit better from the Programme. In

addition, Investment platforms,

(already available now imder European

Fund for Strategie Investments (EFSI))

will eontinue to provide the

opportunity to pool smaller projeets of

similar seope and improve their

visibility for Investors ineluding faster

Investment deeisions. Finally, a

threshold of EUR 3 million has been

introdueed below whieh individual

projeets under an agreed finaneial

product will not need to be submitted

to the Investment Committee.

21. calls on the European Commission to

ensure that the Committee of the Regions is

involved as an observer in the

administrative system for InvestEU

partieular the Advisory Board;

m

The eomposition of the advisory board

as amended by eo-legislators foresees

the partieipation of a representative of

the Committee of the Regions.

27. defends the prineiple that the managing

authorities of the European Stnietural and

Investment Funds (ESIF) be able to pay up

to 5% of those funds to the InvestEU

Programme on a voluntary basis and in

accordance with the principles of a code of

conduct for the partnership and multi-level

govemance to be set out in Article 6 of the

framework regulation laying down common

provisions for ESIF. This contribution has

the Potential to address country-specific or

region-specific market failures and sub

optimal Investment situations in a way that

a centralised EU tool cannot;

The Commission welcomes the policy

recommendation maintaining the

prineiple that managing authorities

would be able to contribute up to 5% of

the shared management fiinds to

InvestEU, but maintains a line that

such a contribution would be organised

in line with the mechanics envisaged in

article 10 in the Common Provision

Regulation (CPR). The principles of

partnership envisaged in Article 6 of

the Common Provision Regulation

(CPR) would remain valid for the

Overall Implementation of the shared

management funds and does not have

to be additionally enforced for

organising a Member State

contribution to InvestEU.

29. urges that more than 35% of resources

from the InvestEU finaneial envelope be

made available for achieving climate-

Actions under the InvestEU Programme

are expected to contribute 30% of the

Overall finaneial envelope of the
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related objectives; InvestEU Programme to climate

objectives. Achieving even higher

targets would be extremely challenging

and could compromise other policy

objectives. Operations under the

research innovation and digitisation

window and especially under the SME

and social investment and skills

Windows will have limited opportunities

to Support climate investments. This

would put excessive pressure on the

sustainable infrastructure window. As a

result, most sectors that are not

necessarily climate related but are still

aligned with EU policy objectives would

become de facto excluded from support

under InvestEU (cross-border and TEN-

T infrastructure, development of energy

sector including security of energy

supply, digital infrastructure, etc.).

Furthermore, the targets proposed by the

Commission are already significantly

more ambitious than the 25% target for

the EU budget in general for the next

Multiannual Financial Framework.

The 30% InvestEU Fund target is also

considerably more ambitious that the

one under EFSI 2.0. As of 2018, the

share of the EU guarantee under EFSI

allocated to the climate target was about

€6 billion. However, EFSI 2.0's 40%

target excludes SMEs and mid-caps. The

InvestEU Fund target of 30% will apply

to the entire programme, with an

expected guarantee contribution of up to

€11.4 billion and an investment

mobilised of almost €200 billion. Under

the sustainable infrastructure window

the target has been increased by co-

legislators from 50 to 55%.

30. recommends that infrastructure

investments carried out through InvestEU

The Commission welcomes the

recommendation and would like to
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be resilient to disasters, as well as to

climate conditions, over their füll lifespan;

clarify that the revised Environmental

Impact Assessment Directive

(2011/11/EU, EIS amended by Directive

2014/52/EU^) introduces specific
requirements in that respect. The

impact of projects on climate (for

example greenhouse gas emissions)

and their vulnerability to climate

change and natural and man-made

disasters are assessed. Compliance of

Investments with European Union law

is a prerequisite (Article 19(1) of the

InvestEU proposal). In addition, the

sustainability proofing (Article 7(3) of

the InvestEU proposal) will fiirther

contribute to the above.

35. expresses strong support for the

Advisory Hub to have a local presence,

which should be defined in consultation

with the national, regional or local

authorities concemed, and should as a

matter of priority be developed in Member

States or regions that face difficulties in

developing projects under the InvestEU

Fund, or which suffer from a significant

and persistent investment gap;

The Commission agrees with this

recommendation. • The InvestEU

Advisory Hub will have local presence,

where necessary. It will be available in

particular in Member States or regions

that face difficulties in developing

investment projects and relying mainly

on the National Promotional Banks and

Institutions network capacity. Where

not yet sufficiently developed, the

InvestEU Advisory Hub will also assist

the regional and local level institutions

with a view to building up regional and

local capacity and expertise to deliver

advisory Services.

38. calls on the Commission to ensure that

the possibilities offered by the InvestEU

Advisory Hub are sufficiently

communicated to project promoters across

the EU, where necessary through a

roadshow or local events, which the CoR

would be ready to support as appropriate;

The Commission confirms its intention

to raise awareness for the InvestEU

Advisory Hub in an appropriate and

comprehensive manner, together with

the advisory institutions at national or

regional level. The Commission

welcomes the Committee's offer to

Directive 2014/52/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 amending Directive
2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment; OJ
L 124, 25.4.2014, p. 1-18.
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help increase local outreach.
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N°20 Enlargement Package

COM (2018) 450 final

COR-2018-02352 - CIVEX-VI/03

132"** Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Franco lACOP (IT/PES)

DG NEAR - Commissioner HAHN

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

1. notes with interest the Commission's

renewed commitment conceming EU

enlargement, as clearly reflected not only in

Communication COM(20I8) 450 final under

examination, but also the February 2018

Strategie document on the Western Balkans

(see CoR opinion 2018/00065) and the

decision to move ahead rapidly with the

legislative screening for Albania and the

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

following the Council's positive reaction

towards taking a decision on opening

negotiations in June 2019, on the basis of

the European Commission's assessment

reporl and provided the necessary progress

has been made.

The June 2018 Council Conclusions set out

the path towards the opening of accession

negotiations in June 2019. The

Commission has slarted its preparatory

work, including through the technical

explanation of the acquis.

3.points out that it is crucial lo involve

regional and local authorities (LRAs) in the

process, and urges the candidate countries

(Albania, the Former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and

Turkey) and potential candidates (Bosnia

and Herzegovina, and Kosovo*) to Step up

their own administrative decentralisation

strategies as part of an approach hinging on

practical subsidiarity.

The Commission considers that calls for

decentralisation, which might be grounded

for other countries depending on their

specific circumstances, are not applicable
to Bosnia and Herzegovina, a highly

decentralised country..

12. notes that the most effective forms of

assistance that can be provided for public

administrations include peer-to-peer

exchange initiatives; also notes that many

Member State LRAs have powers regarding

the application of the acquis that could

The Commission supports public

administrations in the candidate countries

and Potential candidates through a variety

of measures, including through technical

assistance and twinning projects with

Member States and the support of the
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helpfully be shared with their counterparts in

the candidate and potential candidate

countries.

Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) / Support for

Improvement in Govemance and

Management (SIGMA) programme, the

Regional School of Public Administration

and the European Union Scheme for Young

Professionals in the Western Balkans. Peer-

to-peer meelings and study visits as well as

an exchange programme under the Young

Professionals scheme are an integral part of

this Support.

14. emphasises that only LRAs can, by

virtue of their direct relationship with the

public, effectively communicate the

advantages of joining the EU and the

benefits and safeguards that the EU provides

for all its people, including in candidate and

Potential candidate countries.

As stressed in the Communication, 'A

credible enlargement perspective for and

enhanced EU engagement with the Western

Balkans' of 6 February 2018^, for the
accession process to be a success, its

opportunities and challenges must be

communicated more clearly in the region

and in the EU.

It is primarily the responsibility of

govemments in the Member States and in

the enlargement countries. This should be

done at all levels of the administration.

The Commission supports these

endeavours by stepping up its Strategie

communication in the countries and in the

Union and by ensuring the visibility of

enlargement policy.

COM(2018) 65 final
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15. consequently regrets that the document

encapsulating the enlargement package

under examination makes no specific

mention of the position of LRAs, only

referring incidentaily to the need to strike a

proper baiance between the central and local

levels of govemment.

21. notes that no negotiating chapter

concems the decentralisation process or

public administrations and govemance

reform, and consequently calls on the

Commission to include these issues in all

bilateral meetings conceming those acquis

chapters to which administrative

decentralisation is relevant and to make it

clear to the candidate and potential

candidate countries that LRAs must be

actively brought into the accession

preparation process.

28. lastly, repeats its urgent call to the

Commission to devote more attention and

Space to an analysis of the Situation

regarding LRAs in its next progress reports

on the enlargement process, assessing

progress - or the lack of progress - with

regard to administrative reform in the same

way as is done conceming the central

authorities.

The Commission supports the development

of functioning, strong, democratic and

effective local and regional administration

in the candidate countries and potential

candidates.

The 2018 Communication
.4

on EU

Enlargement Policy'^ indicates that
countries need to find an appropriate

baiance between central, regional and local

govemment that best supports

Implementation of reforms and the delivery

of Services to Citizens.

While indeed there is no specific acquis in

this area or an established EU model of

decentralisation and multi-level

govemance, the 2018 Communication on

EU Enlargement Policy and the Country

Reports continue the increased focus on

public administration reform and

administrative capacity required for

Implementation of the acquis, which are

relevant for national, regional and local

levels of govemance.

The Instmment for Pre-Accession

Assistance (IPA) funding helps the

candidate countries and potential

candidates to address these issues.

22. calls on the Commission to put in place

ad hoc operational methods so that the

TAIEX and Twinning mechanisms can be

used for cooperation between the LRAs of

the Member States and of the candidate and

potential candidate countries.

The TAIEX (Technical Assistance

Information Exchange) Instrument

facilitates exchanges of best practices

dedicated to the local and regional level

through the coordination with the central

administration.

23. calls on the Commission to consider

reactivating the Local Administration

Facility and the Regional Training

Programme that were used for previous

Local Technical Assistance (LTA) is

currently being implemented as a pilot.

European Union Delegations are closely

monitoring applications from the local and

regional level in order to ensure a high

COM(2018) 450 final
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enlargements. quality of the requests and the

sustainability of TAIEX activities. When

considered relevant to beneficiaries, LTA

can provide assistance upon the request of

the Committee. The final decision on

assessing the eligibility of requests will

remain in TAIEX. The focus shall remain

on the IPA region for the moment.

Achievements of the LTA will be assessed

once the results of the pilot phase are

available.

24. urges the Commission to try bringing the

Sigma Programme to bear on candidate

country LRAs in order to define models for

the reform of local governance with a view

to applying the acquis.

The SIGMA programme was designed for

the central govemment level. Due to

financial and capacity constraints, there are

currently no plans to extend it to the local

govemment level. However, the

Commission systematically underlines that

many of the Principles of Public

Administration, which are the basis for

SIGMA work, also apply by analogy at the

local govemment level. The selected

Principles could therefore provide a useful

framework for local govemments to assess

their govemance weaknesses.

25. urges the Commission to implement

cultural and Sports initiatives which can,

especially in ethnically-mixed areas, directly

involve the entire local population,

especially young people, facilitating

Integration and mutual recognition of

identities.

In line with its Communication, 'A credible

enlargement perspective for and enhanced

EU engagement with the Westem Balkans',

the Commission has been increasing its

Support to education, youth, sport and

culture, which are among key enablers for

reconciliation, social cohesion and socio-

economic development. These issues are

addressed under one of the flagship

initiatives put forward in the Strategy.

26. calls on the Commission to monitor the

behaviour of public representatives of the

candidate and potential candidate coimtries

of the Westem Balkans with regard to

gender equality and respect for ethnic and

linguistic minorities and the LGBI+

Community. The European Union is- a

The Commission fully supports the

emphasis placed on the need for the

candidate countries and potential

candidates to advance gender equality as

well as to ensure the protection of

minorities including lesbian, gay, bisexual,

transgender and intersex persons. The
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beacon of tolerance around the world and

we believe that any future accession must

entail solid political support for the

democratic values associated with respect

for people, in relation to defending freedom

and equality.

Commission monitors the developments in

these areas and provides recommendations

to the enlargement countries. This includes

Problems, such as hate Speech and threats

as well as Statements by politicians and

high-level officials, which may influence

the ability to ensure an inclusive and

tolerant society.

27. calls on the Commission to step in and

launch Joint initiatives - reflecting inter alia

the spirit of the Berlin Process - with

organisations in touch with the Situation of

LRAs in the candidate and potential

candidate countries and with whom the latter

have previously implemented forms of

cooperation, in particular NALAS (Network

of Associations of Local Authorities of

South Hast Europe), ALDA (European

Association for Local Democracy), CEI

(Central European Initiative) and RCC

(Regional Cooperation Council).

The Berlin Process is a Member State-led

initiative; the Commission is a facilitator in

this process, and plays a role ensuring

appropriate follow-up.

The Commission is committed to and

Supports strengthening partnerships

between local govemment and civil society

as well as regional organisations in the

Western Balkans.

34. [on Serbia] welcomes the fact that, as for

Montenegro, the Commission has set 2025

as a possible, albeit ambitious, date for EU

accession.

In its Communication of 6 February 2018,

the Commission stressed that with strong

political will, the delivery of real and

sustained reforms, and definitive Solutions

to disputes with neighbours, Serbia and

Montenegro could potentially be ready for

membership in a 2025 perspective. This

perspective is extremely ambitious.

Whether it is achieved will depend flilly on

the objective merits and results of eacH
country.
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N°21 Neighbourhood and the World

COM (2018) 460 final

COR-2018-04008 - CIVEX-VI/038

132"'' Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Hans JANSSEN (NL/EPP)

DG DEVCO — Commissioner MIMICA and

DG NEAR - Commissioner HAHN

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

21. Urges that policy objectives specific to

the cooperation between the EU and the

Neighbourhood should be pursued and

achieved, notwithstanding the merger of the

previously separate Instruments. In

particular, EU assistance to and cooperation

with Local and Regional Authorities from

Partnership countries must not suffer in a

financial or organisational way as a result

of increased flexibility in allocation of

financial and other resources between the

various geographic and thematic

programmes;

Amendment 4: Inclusion of support to

Local and Regional Authorities among the

specific objectives at global level.

The definition of specific objectives at

global level (Article 3 (2) b) corresponds to

the selection of thematic programmes. The

Commission proposes to support Local and

Regional Authorities imder the thematic

Programme Global Challenges, which

already encompasses the support to Local

and Regional Authorities, as described in

Annex III, point 4. With the proposal, the

focus of the future Instrument is

geographical, therefore these authorities will

also be targeted through the geographic

Programme, which is the largest share of the

instrument and ensures implementation

closer to the grbund. They will be consulted

in all Steps of the implementation of the

Instrument, including programming and,

therefore, will have a more prominent role

than today.

7. Insists that the involvement of and the

earmarking of specific funding for local and

regional levels of govemment of third

countries will help foster development at

grassroots level, thus helping the EU

achieve its objectives;

12. Is disappointed to see that the

earmarked budget line for Local Authorities

available under the DCI is proposed to be

discontinued in the next MFF-period and

asks for more insight in the reasoning

The Commission proposal foresees to

continue the support to Local and Regional

Authorities through the thematic Programme

'Global Challenges' with an overall budget

of EUR 3 billion. With this envelope, the

Commission intends to continue ensuring

the current level of support, which was not

earmarked either in the existing Civil

Society Organisalions and Local Authorities

thematic programme of the Development

Cooperation Instrument. The Regulation

proposes no further breakdown of the
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behind letting go of this earmarked budget

despite many good experiences within the

LA-grants/programmes; asks that this

earmarked budget be reinstated;

Amendment 1: Recital on thematic

programmes

Amendment

Programme

5: Creation of a thematic

for Local and Regional

Authorities wilh an earmarked budget

Amendment 7: Allocation of EUR 500

million to the proposed new thematic

Programme for Local and Regional

Authorities.

Overall amount in order to ensure sufficient

level of flexibility within this thematic

Programme.

16. Calls on the EU institutions, whatever the

outcomes, to keep funds accessible to all

types and sizes of Local and Regional

Authorities, including the ones in rural areas,

as well as intermediary cities, as hubs for

sustainable and inclusive growth and

Innovation, thereby embracing the EU's

Territorial Approach to Local Development;

17. Urges that the new NDICI also stimulate

and finance small-scale projects (e.g.

building on existing city-to-city or other

subnational or multi-stakeholder

partnerships) and further facilitate capacity-

strengthening of Local and Regional

Authorities so that they are more able to act

in their coordinating role for territorial

development and in strengthening urban-

rural linkages;

(Amendment 13)

The areas of Intervention conceming the

Support for Local and Regional Authorities

under the 'Global Challenges' thematic

Programme are already included in Annex III

point 4. D 'Partnerships', where the inclusion

of the suggested wording are taken into

account.

22. Is disappointed that TAIEX, Twinning

and Sigma activities have been primarily

used for the benefit of central

administrations of beneficiary countries,

whereas all chapters of the acquis have a(n)

(in)direct link with (the competences of)

Local and Regional Authorities, which are

in a great position, by virtue of their direct

The Commission concius with the Committee

on the high effectiveness of the technical

assistance tools. However, they are part of the

implementation toolbox and, hence, their

specific mentioning is not needed as this may

limit the opportunity to develop and employ

new tools that would be more appropriate to
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relationship with the public, to effectively

communicate the advantages of joining the

EU and the benefits and safeguards thal the

EU provides for all its people, in particular

in IPA III beneficiaries. Welcomes the

explicit reference in the NDICI Regulation

to the use of Twinning both at central and

local and regional level, but expects that

other tools such as TAIEX and SIGMA be

also deployed at the same levels;

(Amendment 10)

the future implementation needs.

(COM(2018) 465 final) IPA III

28. Welcomes the fact that "promoting local

and regional govemance and enhancing the

planning and administrative capacity of

Local and Regional Authorities" features as

a thematic priority for assistance for cross-

border cooperation (Annex III) and requests

that the same thematic priority is included

in Annex II of the IPA III regulation;

(Amendment 16 on Article 9(1))

The Support to capacity building at local and

regional level already features as a proposed

thematic priority for assistance for cross-

border cooperation (Annex III).
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N°22 Financing Sustainable Growth

COM (2018) 97 final

COR-2018-02182 - ECON-VI/034

132"*^ Plenary Session — December 2018
Rapporteur: Tilo GUNDLACK (DE/PES)

DG FISMA - Vice-Prestdent DOMBROVSKIS

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essentia!

European Commission position

The Commission welcomes the opinion

from the Committee on the Commission's

Action Plan on financing sustainable

growth'.

A Union classification of environmentally

sustainable economic activities should

enable the development of future Union

policies, including Union-wide Standards

for environmentally sustainable fmancial

products and eventually the establishment

of labels that formally recognise

compliance with those Standards across the

Union. Uniform legal requirements for

considering Investments as environmentally

sustainable Investments, based on uniform

criteria for environmentally sustainable

economic activities, are necessary as a

reference for future Union legislation

aiming at enabling those investments. The

uniform legal requirements shouldy with a

view to due diligence requirements for

investors and businesses as regards

compliance with the sustainability criteria^

also Cover cross-border economic activities

and their value chains; in so doing, efforts

should be made to include them in existing

OECD Standards (OECD Guidelines for

Multinational Enterprises).

The Commission is aware of the

importance of the due diligence

requirements and to cover cross-border

economic activities. The Commission

takes note of Committee's concems and is

pleased to note the Suggestion of the

Committee related to this.

Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the
European Central Bank, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions
Action Plan: Financing Sustainable Growth (COM(2018) 97 final).
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The application of this Regulation will be

reviewed regularly in order to assess the

progress on the development of technical

screening criteria for environmentally

sustainable activities, the use of the

definition of environmentally sustainable

Investment, and whether compliance with

the obligations requires the establishment

of a verification mechanism. The first

review by 31 December 2021 will also

include an assessment of the extent to

whichy and when, the scope of this

Regulation could be extended to cover

objectives relating to the social aspects of

the Sustainable Development Goals meant

to become the EU's new long-term

development strategy.

The Commission is currently developing

the European Union Taxonomy on climate

change mitigation and adaptation with the

help of the Technical Expert Group (TEG)

on Sustainable Finance, in line with the

group's current mandate. The Commission

proposed in its proposal for a regulation on

the establishment of a framework to

facilitate sustainable Investment to

evaluate by the end of 2021 the

appropriateness of extending the taxonomy

to Cover other sustainability objectives, in

particular social objectives.

The minimum safeguards referred to in

Article 3(c) shall be procedures

implemented by the undertaking that is

carrying out an economic activity to ensure

that the principles and rights set out in the

European Pillar of Social Rights and the

eight fundamental Conventions identified in

the International Labour Organisation's

declaration on Fundamental Rights and

Principles at Work, namely: the right not to

be subjected to forced labour, the freedom

of association, workers' right to organise,

the right to collective bargaining, equal

remuneration for men and women workers

for work of equal value, non-discrimination

in opportunity and treatment with respect to

employment and occupation, as well as the

right not to be subjected to child labour, are

observed.

The Commission takes note of the

Suggestion to include the European Pillar

of Social Rights^. The Commission
proposed in its proposal for a regulation on

the establishment of a framework to

facilitate sustainable Investment'^ to

evaluate by the end of 2021 the

appropriateness of extending the

taxonomy to cover other sustainability

objectives, in particular social objectives.

Requirements for technical screening The Commission takes note of the

Committee's views regarding the technical

COM(2018) 353 final

COM(20I7) 250 final

COM(20I8)353 final
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criteria

(1) The technical screening criteria

adopted in accordance with Articles 6(2),

7(2), 8(2), 9(2), 10(2) and 11 (2) shall:

(a) identify the mosl relevant potential

contributions to the given environmental

objective, considering not only the short-

term but also the longer term impacts in

terms of sustainability of a specific

economic activity;

(b) specify the minimum requirements

that need to be met to avoid significant harm

to any of the relevant environmental

objectives;

(c) be qualitative or quantitative, or both,

and contain thresholds where possible;

(d) where appropriate, build upon Union

labelling and certification schemes, Union

methodologies for assessing environmental

footprint, and Union statistical classification

Systems, and take into account any relevant

existing Union legislation;

(e) be based on conclusive scientific

evidence and take into account, where

relevant, the precautionary principle

enshrined in article 19! TFEU;

(f) take into account the environmental

impacts of the economic activity itself, as

well as of the products and Services provided

by that economic activity, notably by
considering their production, use and end-of-

life;

(g) take into account the nature and the

scale of the economic activity;

(h) Cover all relevant economic activities

within a specific sector and ensure that those

activities are treated equally if they

contribute equally towards one or more

environmental objectives, to avoid distorting

competition in the market;

screening criteria
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(i) be set as to facilitate the verification

of compliance with those criteria whenever

possible.

Platform on Sustainable Finance

(1) The Commission shall establish a

Platform on sustainable finance composed

of:

(a) representatives of:

(!) the European Environment Agency;

(ii) the European Supervisory

Authorities;

(iii) the European Investment Bank and

the European Investment Fund;

(iv) the Multistakeholder platform on

the Implementation of the Sustainable

Development Goals in the EU;

(b) experts representing relevant private

stakeholders;

(c) experts appointed in a personal

capacity, with proven knowledge and

experience in the areas covered by this

Regulation.

The Commission will consider the

Committee's Suggestion regarding the

Platform on Sustainable Finance.

By 31 December 2021, and subsequently

every three years thereafter, the Commission

shall publish a report on the application of

this Regulation. That report shall evaluate

the following:

(a) the progress on the Implementation of

this Regulation with regard to the

development of technical screening criteria

for environmentally sustainable economic

aclivities;

(b) the possible need to revise the criteria set

out in this Regulation for considering an

economic activity environmentally

sustainable;

The Commission focuses on

environmentally sustainable activities, in

particular climate change mitigation and

adaptation, with the help of the Technical

Expert Group (TEG) on Sustainable

Finance, in line with the group's current

mandate. The Commission proposed in its

proposal for a regulation on the

establishment of a framework to facilitate

sustainable Investment to evaluate by the

end of 2021 the appropriateness of

extending the taxonomy to cover other

sustainability objectives, in particular

social objectives.

COM(2018)353 final
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c) the use of the definition of

environmentally sustainable investment in

Union law, and at Member State level,

including the appropriateness of setting up

verification mechanism of compliance with

the criteria set out in this Regulation;

d) By 31 December 2021, the Commission

shall putfonvard a proposalfor extending

the scope of this Regulation to cover social

objectives of the Sustainable Development

Goals.

Incorporating environmental, social and

governance factors in the investment

decision making process, can realise

benefits beyond the financial markets. It is

therefore key that financial market

participants provide the necessary

Information to enable comparability of

investments and informed investment

decisions. Furthermore, to fulfil the

obligations of due diligence concerning the

sustainability impact and risks and to

provide meaningful information to end-

investors, financial market participants

need reliable, comparable and harmonised

disclosure of information by investee

companies. This process can only succeed

where legally agreed definitions are put in

place»

The Action Plan considers environmental,

social and governance factors. This aspect

is also covered in the Commission's

Disclosure proposal^.

To ensure a coherent appücation of this

Regulation and that the disclosure

obligations laid down in this Regulation are

clearly and consistently applied by financial

market participants, it is necessary to lay

down a clear and harmonised definition of

'sustainable Investments' and ̂ sustainability

risks*, avoiding any overlap in regulation

where not in line with the principles of

better regulation and proportionality, The

The Commission takes the Committee's

Suggestion and would like to point towards

the Disclosure proposaf, where the
concept of sustainability risks is covered.

COM(2018)354 final

COM(2018)354 final
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definition of sustainable Investments

ensures a minimum level of consistency

among financial products and Services and

also ensures that such Investments have a

positive net impact in terms ofsustainability

Performance. Due to the multi-faceted

nature ofsustainability - in the sense of the

three dimensions of environmentalf social

and governance sustainability - positive

impacts in one dimension may not always

be accompanied by positive impacts in

another, but the net sustainability

Performance, as measured by harmonised

sustainability indicators, must always be

significantly positive. The definition of

sustainability risks is required to ensure

consistency in regulatory outcomes, but is

also meant as an evolving and dynamic tool

able to integrate emerging risks. The

definition comprises the financial and non-

financial impact of the non-consideration

of environmentalf social and governance

risks. Sustainability Performance is to be

measured based on harmonised

sustainability indicators to be established by

the European Commission as a matter of

urgency and taking use of existing

European and international undertakings.

For the purposes of this Regulation the

following definitions shall apply:

(...)

(s) 'Insurance advice' means an advice as

defined in Article 2(1)(15) of Directive (EU)

2016/97;

(t) * sustainability risks* mean financial or

non-financial risks, material or likely to be

materialised, linked to environmental,

social and governance risks and factors,

where material for a particular Investment

approach; ̂sustainability risks* comprise:

(i) short-term and/or long-term risks

The Commission would be concemed

about including this definition without any

deeper relevant analysis. The proposal

aims to take an approach towards

redirecting Investments towards

environmentally sustainable economic

activities.
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to the return of a financial or

Pension product that arise front Iis

exposure to economic activities that

can have adverse environmental or

social impact, or front the product's

exposure to investee entities that

exhibit poor governance;

(ii) the short-term and/or long-term risk

that the economic activities to which a

financial or pension product is exposed

have negative impacts on the natural

environment, on workforces and

communities, or on the governance of

investee entities, including but not limited

to when linked to financial risk referred to

in point (if
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N*^23 Models of local energy ownership and the role of local energy communities

in energy transition in Europe

COR-2018-02515 - ENVE-VI/032

132"*^ Plenary Session - December 2018
Rapporteur: Mariana GÄJU (RO/PES);
DG ENER - Commissioner ARIAS CANETE

Points of the European Committee of the

Regions opinion considered essential

European Commission position

General view: The Commission

welcomes the Committee's opinion,

which nearly entirely reflects the

priorities of the Clean Energy Package.

It mirrors the Commission's analysis

that local energy communities could

play an important role in the energy

transition.

pp. 20-30 A. Recommendations for EU-level

policy makers

[•••]

Maintaining a stable policy environment for

the promotion of renewable energy

[...]

Establishing energy market rules to support

the energy transition throughout the entire

System

[...]

Ensuring consistency and coherence between

different policies

The Commission welcomes these

recommendations. To a large extent,

they were reflected in the

Commission's proposal for the Clean

Energy Package and are now part of

the revised Renewable Energy

Directive and of the political

compromise found on the Electricity

Directive^.

13. recommends streamlining the various

national support schemes as far as necessary

at European level in order to ensure that they

can contribute to reaching the Sustainable

Development goals, the Paris Agreement

targets and the objectives of the European

The revised Renewable Energy

Directive sets out principles for an

efficient design of support schemes,

including its opening to cross-border

participation.

Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the
promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources; OJ L 328, 21.12.2018, p. 82-209.

COM (2016) 864 final.
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